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Murray-Calloway County Fair Welcomes...
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Curris Center
hosts Dems
annual dinner
on June 14
Special to the Ledger
County
The
Calloway
Democratic Party is preparing
for its annual Purchase Area
Jefferson Jackson Dinner.
The event is set for 6 p.m.
June 19, in the Curris Center
Ballroom at Murray State
University.
The entire Democratic Party
slate of candidates for Kentucky
constitutional officers has been
invited to speak.
Confirmations have been
from
far
so
received
current Kentucky State Auditor
Adam Edelen, who is seeking a
second term in that office, along
with Kentucky State Treasurer
nominee Rep. Rick Nelson and
the campaign of the Democrats'
Kentucky
for
nominee
Commissioner,
Agriculture
Jean Marie Lawson-Spann of
Bowling Green.
County
Calloway
The
Democratic Party said in a
release that it expects most of
the candidates for Kentucky
constitutional offices to attend.
To provide everyone an
opportunity to visit with old
friends and bid on a wide array
of silent auction items, there
will be a social hour starting at
6 that evening.
Dinner will be served at 7.
Tickets are $30 per person if
paid by June 15, and $35 each if
paid after June 15.
For anyone wishing to sponsor a table, the cost is
$25 Table sponsors and donors

•See Page 2
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The tongue that brings
healing is a tree of life, but a
deceitful tongue crushes the
spirit.
Proverbs 15:4

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
ACCIDENT with INJURIES: Two people were injured Wednesday when an SUV collided with a semi tractor-trailer on U.S. 641. The Kentucky State
Police says a 2000 Dodge Durango crossed the median for an unknown reason and collided with the truck head-on. See story on page 2.

Joint Commission
OKs MCCH efforts
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By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
It was a long, hard road getting there, but MurrayCalloway County Hospital arrived.
During Wednesday's Meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Public Hospital Corporation Board
of Trustees, board members learned that MCCH had
— after working since an examination in August to
make it happen — satisfied the requirements of the
Joint Commission and received its stamp of accreditation. CEO Jerry Penner said he learned of the result in
a letter he received Tuesday.
"Yesterday was a good day,- Penner said after
Penner
Wednesday's meeting at Spring Creek Health Care
and Rehabilitation Center. "This was the hardest assessment I've gone

III See Page 2

Good Morning
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

Controversy at LBL heats
up over new logging claims
Tensions between the U.S. Forest Service
and a local coalition against its land management practices nearby intensified late last
week.
Forest officials looking to quell a recent
public outcry against logging activity at Land
Between the Lakes National Recreation Area
seemed momentarily in disagreement.
Timber Program Manager Dennis Wilson
said loggers were authorized to cut trees
along the Trace National Scenic Byway on
outstanding contracts. That seemed in violation of a 150-foot buffer zone Area
Supervisor Tina Tilley and U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield put into effect along with a halt on
timber sales in early April.
Wilson, speaking to reporters at a media
field day visit last Thursday, said the Old

Tabletop exercise covers
active shooter scenario

Ferry Road sale — which had been awarded
to contractors before USFS officials made
the announcement — was not part of the
buffer agreement.
Now, forest officials are denying that
claim and once again admitting the logging
along the Trace at Old Ferry Road was
unwarranted.
The buffer disagreement came after a
video surfaced earlier this month showing
Land Between the Lakes contractors downing trees only feet from the highway.
Lyon County Judge-Executive Wade
White was behind the video. He joins a long
list of user groups at the recreation area who
oppose the work loggers are doing there.
That group, called the Coalition for the
Preservation of Land Between the Lakes,

IN See Page 5
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
To the average person, the idea of a tabletop emergency exercise may not look as effective as, say, a reallife situation, complete with emergency equipment
operating at full- function.
In fact, the tabletop version of such an exercise might
be .3een by some as boring. However, to those participating — such as in last week's active shooter exercise
at Calloway County Middle School — it seems that the
less glitzy means of participation was much more valuable.
"Here, I think there's more strategizing, and you can
more easily talk about the 'what ifs.' In a real-life scenario, or shall we say,'functional' exercise, you're kind
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HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
El Mariachi Loco building on
the
demolishes
Excavating
&
Trucking
Ronny Blakely of Almo's R & M
Wednesday.
Murray
in
North 12th Street
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Thursday: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 83. Calm wind
becoming south southeast
around 5 mph in the afternoon.
Thursday Night: A 20 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Partly cloudy,
with a low around 67. Light
south southeast wind.
Friday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 83. South southwest wind 3 to 7 mph.
Friday Night: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 67. South wind
around 5 mph.
Saturday: Showers and

thunderstorms likely. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 81.
Southwest wind 5 to 7 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 70
percent.
Saturday Night: Showers
and thunderstorms likely.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 63. West southwest
wind around 5 mph becoming
light and variable in the

evening.
Sunday: Showers and thunderstorms likely. Cloudy, with a
high near 74. North wind
around 6 mph.
Sunday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Cloudy, with a low around 61.
North northeast wind 3 to 6
mph.
Monday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 77.
North northeast wind 3 to 5
mph.
Monday Night: A slight
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 62. Light east
northeast wind.
Tuesday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly
sunny, with a high near 79.
Calm wind becoming south
around 6 mph in the afternoon.

Ptease support the
United Way of Murray-Calloway County

Wreck on 641 South
Wednesday afternoon
sends two to hospitals
Special to the Ledger
The Kentucky State Police
responded to a two-vehicle collision at approximately 12:21
p.m. Wednesday on U.S. 641
South near the intersection of
Lauring Drive north of Hazel.
KSP said the preliminary
investigation shows Bridgett D.
Martin, 37, of Hazel, was operating a 2000 Dodge Durango
and traveling north on 641. For
an undetermined reason, the
JOHN WRIGHT! Ledger & Times
vehicle went into traffic in the Shown are the members of the 2015-16 Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital Corporation
southbound lane, striking a semi Board of Trustees. Front from left are City of Murray Mayor Jack Rose, trustee Loretta Jobs,
truck head on. Mitchell W. trustee Dr. Marti Erwin, Jerry Penner, CEO of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, trustee Lisa
Green, 59, of Paris, Tennessee, Shoemaker, trustee/Treasurer Carolyn Marcum and Calloway County Judgewas
operating
a
2005 Executive/Secretary Larry Elkins.
Back from left are Dirk Morgan, MCCH chief financial offiFreightliner pulling an empty
cer, Sandra Dick, MCCH vice president of Long Term Care, Dr. Robin Floyd, MCCH chief of
box trailer, traveling south on
the rrrdical staff, trustee Ed Davis, Chairman Steve Owens, Vice Chairman Dr. Yancey
US 641. Emma L. Green, 67, of
Watkins, trustee Tony Page, MCCH Vice President of Human Resources John Wilson and
Paris, was in the sleeper berth of
MCCH Vice President of Development Keith Travis.
the semi.
Martin was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital, then
transfered
to
Vanderbilt
University Medical Center in
we're fully accredited and we're Chief Financial Officer Dirk
Nashville. Tennessee due to her From Front
excited about it," said Morgan pointed out that one of
awfully
injuries. Martin was wearing a
seatbelt at the time of the colli- through as a CEO anywhere, Mary Sue Hubbard, MCCH's those was that the hospital's
and it was certainly the most rig- quality management coordina- days cash on hand now stands at
sion.
Emma Green was taken to orous process that I can remem- tor. "We've done everything we 133, which is an improvement
MCCH for her injuries. Mitchell ber. The thing is, though, while can do with this. Now we just of seven days since the start of
Green was wearing his seatbelt it is tough to go through, it is need to make sure we're ready the fiscal year.
***
at the time and did not sustain meant to help you improve.
for the next time."
"They're
here
to
coach
you
Returning to the quality
Penner said that what gives
any injuries, it was reported.
Trooper David Dick was and teach you and mentor you. him particular pride about this theme, the MCCH Balanced
assisted on the scene by the They're not about,'Gotcha! We accomplishment is that it is not Score Card showed that MCCH
Calloway County Sheriff's caught you doing this and this something for which the hospi- scored 71 percent when it came
Office,
fire and this ...' They can bring ideas tal can really prepare. In fact, he to patients recommending
Murray
Department, Calloway County they've seen other places doing said that MCCH had about half MCCH to others. This was up
Fire-Rescue Squad, Murray and can tell you,'Hey, this is an an hour's notice that the from 68 the previous month.
Calloway County Ambulance idea we think might work for Commission was arriving in MCCH also registered 78 perService, and Kentucky State you, why don't you give it a August. thus beginning a stay of cent when it came to patients'
Police Division of Commercial trYT"
rooms and bathrooms being kept
several days.
After the initial examination in
Vehicle Enforcement. Dick is
"This is not something you clean. The United States average
continuing his investigation into August, MCCH was given the can ramp up for six months is 73 percent.
'0**
job of documenting how it had ahead," he said. "You're being
the collision. KSP said.
improved areas the Commission assessed on what you're like
reported that the
also
Penner
found needed work. The last of basically every day."
roof of the Anna Mae Owen
***
that documentation was sent to
Residential Hospice House
the Commission a few days
financial
Despite a
report along KY 94 is expected to be
before its reply Tuesday.
clouded with a nearly $500,000 put in place sometime next
"They just needed that last bit loss for the month of April, there week. Construction began a few
of extra data from us. Now were several positives. MCCH months ago on the site.
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▪ Tabletop exercise...
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of locked into a certain situation
and you really don't get a lot of
chances to talk about all of the
possibilities that can happen."
Calloway.
said
County
Management
Emergency
Director Bill Call, noting that this
exercise was the for the Calloway
County Office of Emergency
Management to lead when it
comes to the active shooter scenario.
"It is one we don't like to talk
about, that's for sure, but it is
something that unfortunately can
happen, as we've seen in other
places."
They are names so synonymous
with school shootings —
Columbine, Virginia Tech, Sandy
Hook, as well as Heath High
School just 45 minutes north of
Murray. Images of children on
stretchers, parents screaming and
mass chaos in general all come to
mind from these moments of horror.
They also had something else in
common — many lives were
changed, or ended, before the
shooting stopped.That was something this exercise also incorporated, including a segment where
those in attendance — law
enforcement, fire and rescue and
medical personnel. as well school
officials and even citizen volunteers — talked about the potential
aftermath. Mass funerals would
be organized, the need would
arise to try to handle the national
media,and there would be a need
to maintain calm in a community
sure to be feeling fear.
"When you're in that room,
everyone knows each other. and I
think that creates an atmosphere
where no one is afraid to say
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JOHN WRIGHT! Ledger & Times
Jeff Steen directs last week's exercise at Calloway County
Middle School.
something. That's so important
because everyone there has their
own ideas and we need to hear
them," said Calloway County
Deputy Emergency Management
Director Jeff Steen, who led the
discussion. Steen had prior experience with leading a school
active shooter tabletop exercise a
year earlier through his role as
assistant director of Emergency
Management at Murray State
University, where he retired after
28 years on the campus last week.
He said he will continue as
deputy director at OEM, as well
as remain on the Region 1
Haz_mat Team,as well as the West
Kentucky Incident Management
Team.
"In this, you divide the room
into small groups,and that gives a
great opportunity for input later,
where those groups can bring
information to everyone, and I
think by going through this, you
come to see that there's more
needed than just a physical exer-

cise. The technical side, where
you can just sit down and talk in a
relaxed setting, really does allow
for more learning to happen I
think."
Calloway County Schools
Director of Pupil Personnel Fred
Ashby has now been through
both tlipes of active shooter exercise, having also participated in a
physical scenario led by the
Kentucky State Police, complete
with guns firing inside a campus,
more than a year ago. He said he
found strong positives with both
styles.
"Through those, you have two
different goals," he said. "In the
live exercise, rather than taking a
few moments to think about it,
you had to act immediately. It was
a more realistic situation. With
the tabletop, though, it elevates
the level of coordination and
communication between everyone who would be responding,
which would be very important if
this ever happened."
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From Front
to the Silent Auction will be recognized in the program.
To make reservations or for further information
contact: Kathy Jo Stubblefield, 3100 Scott Fitts
Road, Murray. KY 42071, 270-753-3187, 270559-3625 cell, kjstubb@apex.net, or Dottie
Lyons, 1401 Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY 42071,
270-753-6351, 270-832-1677 cell, dottiekOmurray-ky.net.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Eagle Gallery presents highlights
from MSU's permanent collection
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Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
Department of Art and Design
presents "Highlight from the
Murray
State
University
Permanent Collection," now on
display at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, which is on the sixth
floor of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Building.
Unique to this show is the fact
that this year a student was
entrusted to review, select, and

Sum It Up:
1,098 Victories, a
Couple of
Irrelevant
Losses, and a
Life in
Perspective

South Arts grant will help support
Murray Shakespeare Festival in 2016

by Pat Summitt
The May selection for CCPL's Sunday Reads
Book Club was "Sum It Up: 1098 Victories, a
Couple of Irrelevant Losses, and a Life in
Perspective," by Pat
Summitt.
Pat Summitt is the alltime winningest coach in
NCAA basketball history. She became head
coach of the Tennessee
Vols women's basketball
team at the age of 21 and
held the position for 38
years. She has coached
an undefeated season,
co-captained the first
women's Olympic team,
was inducted into the
Basketball Hall of Fame,
By SANDY LINN and has been named
Sports
Illustrated
Guest Writer
Sportswoman of the
Year. In 2011, she was diagnosed with early
onset dementia, Alzheimer's type."Sum It Up"
is Pat Sumtnitt's autobiography.
Pat Summit begins"Sum It Up" with two lists.
The first is a list of things she remembers, such
as a leaning gray barn with an iron basketball
rim mounted in the hayloft, her wedding day
and the night her son was born. The second is a
list of things that she doesn't remember, including how sometimes when she first wakes up,she
can't remember where she is or when site is
asked a question and begins to answer it, but she
forgets the subject. Memories lost because of
Alzheimer's disease, a progressive neurological
illness that attacks the brain. Summitt writes,
"It's hard to pinpoint the exact day that I first
noticed something wrong. Over the course of a
year from 2010 to 2011, I began to experience a

it Hp
Pat Summitt
troubling series of lapses."
After friends began asking her if she was having trouble with her memory, Pat made medical
appointments to determine what was wrong.
She was unprepared for the devastating news
that her tests had revealed she had early onset
dementia, Alzheimer's type.
"Sum It Up" is Pat Summitt's recollection of a
life filled with success, triumphs and personal
struggles. Readers will be inspired by Summitt's
unflinching honesty about not only her diagnosis but also her fears, challenges and diminishing abilities. Pat Summitt's bravery in sharing
her story serves to remind each of to embrace
and cherish each memory we are given.
Pat Summitt is also the bestselling author of
"Reach For the Summitt" and "Raise the Roof."
Sally Jenkins is the co-author of"Sim It Up."
Jenkins has authored or co-authored nine
books. Her work has been featured in Vanity
Fair, GQ, and Sports Illustrated, and she has
been a staff writer for the Washington Post for
more than two decades.
To learn more about CCPL Book Clubs, programs, events and services visit the library at
710 Main Street, Murray,KY or www.callowaycountylibrary.org.
CCPL Sunday Reads May Selection
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camps on campus next month
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Special to the Ledger
Murray State University is
again offering Summer Youth
programs for interested students. The office of non-credit
and youth programs is currently
registering campers for the
Young Authors Camp and the
Purchase
Area
Writers
Workshop.

The Young Authors Camp is a
day camp only for ages 8-12. It
is scheduled for June 8-12.
The Purchase Area Writers
Workshop is set for June 14-19
anti accepts students ages 14-18.
It is open to both residential and
day campers.
A Summer Art Workshop is
also being offered June 14-19

for students ages 14-18. It is
currently full; however,interested individuals are encouraged to
call and have their names put on
a waiting list.
To obtain additional information on any of these three
camps, go online at www.murraystate.edu/noncredit or call
270-809-3659.

Purchase Players to present romantic comedy
By Kyler Danowskl
Purchase Players Publicity
MAYFIELD,Ky. — On a cold, clear, moonless
night, all is not quite what it seems in the remote,
mythical town of "Almost, Maine."
Purchase Players' Dinner Theatre production of
"Almost, Maine" will take place at 7 p.m.
Thursday,June 4, with performances following at
7 p.m. Friday, June 5, and at 7 p.m. Saturday,
June 6. Dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m.
As the northern lights hover in the star-filled
sky above, Almost's residents find themselves
falling in and out of love in unexpected and often
hilarious ways. Knees are bruised. Hearts are
broken. But the bruises heal, and the hearts mend
- almost — in this delightful romantic comedy.
"It's been a delightful experience directing
'Almost, Maine,— said director Samantha Doran.
"We have a stellar cast that has worked really
hard to bring to life a beautiful, hilarious, touching script."
The cast of "Almost, Maine" includes Mattison
Sullivan, Grayce Toon, Patrick Redden, Tellis
Cherry, Rhonda Keeling, Tara Keeling, TJ.
Tharpe, Justus Wright. Rebecca Shepherd and
Ti. Lewis.
"I'm excited for Mayfield to see this show,"
said Doran. "It's different from a lot of the plays
we do here, and it's been a lot of fun to get to

(((mof.
MAINE
experiment with structure while presenting an
honest look at universal themes in relationships."
Reservations for "Almost, Maine" must be made
by May 22 and can be completed online at
www.purchaseplayers.com. This year's buffet
menu includes bacon-wrapped chicken, pork loin.
cheesy potatoes, green beans, garden salad, rolls,
and banana pudding or strawberry brownie trifle.
For more information, call Purchase Players at
270-251-9035 or visit us on the web at www.pur
chaseplayers.com. Patrons are also encouraged ti •
follow Purchase Players on Facebook (Purchase
Players and the Community Performing Arts
Center) and Twitter (COCPACPlayers).

By Constance Alexander
For MSU Print Media
For Murray State University's
2015 Shakespeare Festival, bad
luck arrived before the Ides of
March. One thousand three hundred school kids were signed up
to see daytime performances of
"Hamlet" at the
Lovett
Auditorium, and others from
throughout the region were happily anticipating evening performances of"Much Ado About
Nothing." In the end, however,
only about 140 saw "Much
Ado" before inclement weather
closed down MSU and most
everything else in the region,
shredding the weeklong schedule of events and performances.
Dr. Rusty Jones, director of
the festival, and Dr. Barbara
Cobb, associate
director,
described canceling the festival
as "awful," but necessary under
the circumstances. Fortunately,
a clause in the contract with the

Special to the Ledger
positions played at their shows
PADUCAH, Ky. — Maiden (and that are occasionally on
Alley Cinema opens Music Cv their recordings) are indistinMAC June 12 with the premiere guishable from the tunes people
of a locally-made film.
have been listening to for ages.
Featuring Maiden Radio of
Like Water is a world fusion
Louisville and Like Water of duo that assumes no musical
Paducah, MAC is excited to boundaries. The group is an
open the night with "Mary," a improvisational duo, playing off
film created by Paul Lorenz and each other, the environment,
Glenn Hall. The event will and people and activities around
include a small reception before them. The musical journey' of
the event, which starts at 7 p.m. this duo takes one from the
Friday, June 12.
Outback of Australia, to
Maiden Radio is Julia Purcell, Morocco, from funk, jazz and
Cheyenne Mize and Joan tribal and into outer space.
Shelley. They're an old-time Members are Danny Granstaff,
trio, favoring traditional songs multi-instrumentalist/vocalist,
from their home state, re- and Dean Hughes, percussionarranged for three-part harmony ist.
(and three of the loveliest voic"Mary," starring local actress
es you may hear). While show- Mary Remy,explores the struging a clear reverence and love gles of solitude and change, the
for the great singers of the past, known and the unknown, the
their music is timeless and human relationship to place and
beautiful, and the original corn- the challenge of expectation and
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accompanying lesson plans will
provide appropriate enrichment
activities.
As always, when ASC is in
residence, the campus and the
region will be immersed in
Shakespeare the whole time.
Both Murray Middle School and
Calloway
County
Middle
School will continue their connections to the festival through
mini-units and hands-on activities.
In addition to the grant from
South Arts, the Shakespeare
Festival is made possible
through support from MSU's
college of humanities and fine
arts, Pella Corporation, MSU
alumnus Nancy Becker and
WKMS-FM.
For more information on the
Murray Shakespeare Festival in
general, go online at www.murraystate.edu/shakespeare/.

need. This is a collaborative
video-art work produced by
Paul Lorenz(musical score) and
Glenn Hall (video director). It
was recently accepted into the
festival SELF in Venice. Italy at
Palazzo Ca' Zanardi and Venice
Art House.
The birth of this collaborative
narrative art video began when
Lorenz composed and engineered a strong, haunt- ingly
minor musical score while
working on art in Merida. the
capital city of Yucatan, Mexico.
After seeing his photographer
friend Glenn Hall's film in
Paducah's 48 Hour Film
Festival, Lorenz knew he had
found the perfect videographer
to create the visual content for
this score.
"This is what it sounds like,"
he told Hall. "What does it look
like?"

FERN TERRACE OF MURRAY,LLC

-dive Vett
SERVING MURRAY
SENIORS SINCE 197
FERN TERRACE OP
MURRAY WORKS
WITH YOU TO

RECEIVE T

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

presenting
organization,
American Shakespeare Center
(ASC) from Staunton, Virginia,
made it possible to start thinking
about the 2016 tour without facing a deficit.
Good news arrived recently
with the announcement of a
grant from South Arts to support
the 2016 festival, so ASC will
be back on campus March 8-10,
for its tour, "Dangerous
Dreams."
The talented troupe will perform "Julius Caesar" and
"Henry V" for schools groups
and public audiences. In addition to the plays, there will also
be related films, panel discussions and scholarly presentations. Festival week will likely
include flash mobs, a toga tying
workshop and a stage movement demonstration on the art of
the onstage-stab. Outreach to
schools will be aligned with
Kentucky Core Content, and

Maiden Alley Cinema to host Music @
MAC event, locally-made film on June 12

YOUR LOVE

r..

hang artwork that highlights tionally known artists Ellis
MSU's permanent collection. Wilson, Joan Miro, and Claes
This privilege was extended to Oldenburg, whose works are
are
Kate Breitenstein, a student
displayed along with other
employee of the gallery. This
paintings, drawings. prints,
opportunity is one of the feasculptures,
and ceramics from
tures of the Department of Art &
the
university's
permanent holdDesign's
student-centered
ings.
approach.
Summer gallery hours are
Featured in the exhibition are
works chosen by Breitenstein from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
from the university's extensive through Friday. Admission is
collection, including interna- free and open to the public.
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LBL/TVA reunion planned

Datebook
Martha
Finney Andrus,
Community
editor

Land Between the Lakes/TVA former employees will have its 15th reunion Saturday, June 6.
at 4 p.m., with a potluck being served at 5 p.m.,
at the Fenton Pavilion in LBL near Kentucky
Lake Bridge, US Highway 68/80. Bring food,
lawn chairs, and old photos. Paper goods, plastic ware and drinks will be provided. This
reunion is for anyone who worked at TVA/LBL.
For more information, call Barbara Futrell at
270-522-6851 or email bjfutre112@yahoo.com.

CCFP to meet Monday

The Calloway County Fire Protection District
Board will hold its regular monthly meeting
Monday, June 1, at 6 pin., at the CCFR fire station #1, 101 East
Sycamore Street. The public is invited to attend.
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Knit-wits will meet

Photo provided
MWC ZETA DEPT.: The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club met Thursday, May 14, at Tom's Grille. Officers for
the 2015-16 club year were installed by Murray Woman's Club President, Judy Kelso. Pictured, from left, are Kelso; Shirley
Uzzle, chairman; Susan Strong, vice chairman; Betty Sue Vinson, treasurer and Jo Anne Roberts, Secretary.
•

Heckmann chosen for CoEHS Service Leadership Award
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
college of education and human
services
presented
Carla
Heckmann with the 2015
College of Education and
Human Services Outstanding
Service Leadership Award at the
Harry M. Sparks Lecture on
May 4.
Heckmann is a graduate of
Murray State University. She
holds a B.S. in communication
disorders and a master's in
speech-language pathology. She
also has a Department of
Defense Education Activity
Certificate. Carla is employed at
the Fort Campbell Department
of Defense Education Activity
and serves as the special education chairperson for the Barkley
Elementary School. Within the
school setting, she provides
services to children three-years
old to second grade. In her position at Barkley Elementary
School, she leads a team of special education professionals and
encourages her peers -through
her strong leadership skills.
Heckmann also volunteers her

Friends of CCPL to hold book sale
Friends of the Calloway County Public Library will hold its semiannual book sale on Friday, May 29,from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m., and
Saturday, May 30, from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m., in the Community
Room of the library,710 Main Street. A wide variety of both fiction
and non-fiction used books will be available for purchase. All proceeds will be used to help support library programs and activities.

CCHS Summer School offered
Summer School will be offered at Calloway County High School
from June 8-22. Information and sign-up will be in the Library
Media Center of the high school. For more information, call the
Guidance Office of CCHS at 270-762-7374, ext. 6106 or ext. 6135
and speak to Mrs. Spiceland.

Conservation workshop scheduled
A Summer Conservation Series of Workshops, sponsored by
Jackson Purchase Resource Conservation and Development
Foundation, partnering with Calloway County Conservation
District, Calloway County Cooperative Extension and the city of
Murray, will be presented Friday, June 5,from 9 a.m. until noon at
the Murray Woman's Club House. Learn about rain barrels and start
conserving water. Breakfast/snacks will be provided.The workshop
is free to attend, rain barrels will be available for purchase for $30.
Pre-registration is required and may be done by calling 270-9084545,email info@jpf.ort or visit the website wraw.jpforg/surnmerconservation.html.

Floral design workshop will be held
Photo provided

Pictured, from left, Dr. David Whaley, dean of the MSU College of Education and Human
Services, Heckmann and Dr. Kelly Kleinhans, director of the Center for Communication
Disorder at MSU.
time supporting the efforts of
the Murray State University
speech-language-pathology program. She contributes her
expertise in events such as
Grand Rounds, an event that

encourages exploration and
higher-level thinking within the
field, guest lectures and alumni
activities.
Heckmann is a member of the
Tennessee Association of

Audiologists
and
Speech
Language Pathologists, the
Kentucky Speech-LanguageHearing Association and the
American Speech-LanguageHearing Association.

Taylor to compete in National American Miss Kentucky
Special to the Ledger
Jacquelyn Taylor, 15, of
Murray. has been chosen as a
state finalist in the National
American Miss Kentucky
Pageant to be held June 5-7, in
Louisville.
The National American Miss
pageants are held for girls ages
4-18,and have five different age
divisions. Taylor will be participating in the Junior Teen division.
The winner of the pageant will
receive a $1,000 cash award,the

The Knit-wits group will meet Friday, May 29, at 1 p.m., in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
and crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information,call
Dot at 270-293-5588.

official crown and banner, a
bouquet of roses, and air transportation to compete in the
National Pageant in California.
Taylor is the daughter of Ray
and Pamela Taylor and is a student at Calloway Covnty High
School. She participates in the
school choir, volunteers for the
Calloway County Chapter of
Ducks Unlimited and enjoys
singing, dancing, swimming,
riding her bike, photography
and spending time with family
and friends.

McCracken County Extension Agent Kathy Wimberly will present a program on floral design at the McCracken County Master
Gardener Association Toolbox at 5 p.m. Tuesday, June 2, at the
McCracken County Extension Office, 2705 Olivet Church Road,
Paducah. The Toolbox program is free for the community. Due to
classroom size,the workshop is limited to 35 participants. To make
a reservation for the class, call 270-554-9520.

HWC to host anniversary celebration
The Hazel Woman's Club will host its 50th Anniversary
Celebration Sunday, May 31, from 2-4 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center, 100 Barnett Street, Hazel. Special presentations will be made at 3 p.m. GFWC Kentucky President, Susan
Alexander, will be the club's guest. The club was federated in 1965
under the sponsorship of the Murray Woman's Club and has served
the Hazel Community for the past 50 years.

Rebate to benefit Soup for the Soul
There will be a rebate night for Soup for the Soul at Applebee's
on Thursday, May 28,from 5-9 p.m.

Dog obedience classes offered
Register for the Humane's'Society's Canine Good Citizen(CGC)
Dog Obedience Class and S.T.AR. Puppy Kindergarten. Both
classes help your dog become well-behaved companions.The classes begin Thursday,June 11 at 6 p.m., with the first class at Carman
Animal Health Building on College Farm Road. All seven puppy
classes are held at Carman Animal Health with CGC sessions two
through eight for adult dogs will be held at the Hardin Community
Center. For details or to register, go to www.ForThePets.org/prograrns.htm, call 270-759-1886 or email humanesociety@murrayky.net.

Work day planned at Hazel Cemetery
There will be a work day at the Hazel City Cemetery on Saturday,
June 6, at 9 a.m. Volunteers should bring shovels, rakes, etc. The
funds are low for the maintenance of the cemetery and help is needed. Donations will be accepted on this day. Many volunteers are
needed.For more information,call 731-498-8917 or 731-234-6277.

user

Reformers' Unanimous to meet

&Gifts

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.The public
is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 270-753-1834.
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Downtown Saturday Market to be held
The Downtown Farmers Market is on the south side of Murray's
court square on Saturday mornings. Vendors will be offering homegrown vegetables, fruit, farm raised meats, fresh bread, baked
goods and handmade jewelry and textiles. For vendor information,
contact Murray Main Street, 270-759-9474.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
• ••••1 •

• OMNI • M•11 •

• mim •

SUBSCRIBE BY CALLING 270-753-1916
=BM •

The WATCH Center at 702 Main Street, Murray,needs aluminum
cans for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off
any time day or night, seven days a week, by driving through the
driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing
them in the cotton wagon.

•,
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The friendship Cemetery, 50 Kirk Ridge Road, is in need of
donations to help with the future care and upkeep of the cemetery.
Mail donations to The Friendship Cemetery Fund, 58 Rippling
Creek Drive, Murray, Ky. 42071. For more information, contact
Brian Overbey,board treasurer, at 270-873-2558.
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Buster Skinner
Glen P. Sweet,85,of Murray, Kentucky, died
Saturday, Feb. 7,
Buster Skinner, 87, of Murray, Kentucky, died Friday, May ",
2015,at Lake Placid,Florida.
2015,at Spring Creek Health Care and Rehabilitation, Murray.
He was born Nov. 5, 1929,in Aurora, Kentucky,
to Kennis and
Mr. Skinner was born May 19, 1928, in Murray.
Ridgeway Funeral Home Paris, Tennessee
Alice Sweet.
He was a member of St. John Baptist Church and was an avid
He retired from the Ford Steel Division.
William A. Wilson,83
Murray State sports fan. He served as a human rights commissionHe was preceded in death by his parents, three
A memorial sen ice will be Thursday, May 28,2015,at 1 p in .
brothers and two er in Murray.
at the funeral home.
sisters.
He was preceded in death by his father, Buster Skinner Sr.; his
Mr. Sweet is survived by his wife of 18 years,
Clara Sweet of mother, Canary Blanton; his wife, Barbara Nell Hodges; eight
sisMurray; a son,Charles Sweet of Kingsport. Tennessee
; a daughter, ters, Laurine Patty, Ethel Skinner, Abelene Skinner, Martha Scott,
Vickie Baxter and husband Dave of Glen Arbor,
Michigan; three Patricia Johnson, Robbie Nell Brandon, Ruth Williams
and Mary
grandchildren, Jeff Baxter, Chris Sweet and Candace Sweet;
one Jane Skinner and three brothers, Earnest Skinner, L.D. Skinner and
great-grandson, Elijah Baxter; two stepdaughters, one
stepson; and Robert Skinner.
eight stepgrandchildren.
Mr. Skinner is survived by a sister, Mrs Mattie Ann Skinner of
A graveside memorial will be Saturday, May 30,2015,
at 11 a.m. New Haven,Connecticut, and a host of nieces and nephews.
at Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church,Aurora,
Kentucky.
Funeral services are Saturday, May 30, 2015, at noon at Imes
Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel. Burial will follow in
William A. Wilson
the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be Saturday, May 30,
William A. Wilson, 83, of Paris, Tennessee, 2015,from 10 a.m. until the service hour at the
funeral home.
died Tuesday, May 26, 2015, at Jackson Madison
Online condolences may be left at imesfh.com.
County General Hospital,Jackson,Tennessee.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel, is in charge
He was born June 15, 1931,in Hazel, Kentucky, of arrangements.
to Odis and Catherine Hartman Wilson.
He was a member of Chapel Hill United
Methodist Church. He served 20 years in the U.S. Army, was
a
retired sergeant first class and received the Purple Heart.
He was preceded in death by his parents and one grandchild.
stration areas where native
Mr. Wilson is survived by his wife, Fern Beecham Wilson of From Front
warm season grasses dominate
Paris, whom he married Dec. 30, 1953; three sons, Fred "Nat"
Wilson of Baton Rouge,Louisiana; David Wilson and wife Rhonda, was partly responsible for the the landscape. An oak woodand Jim Wilson, all of Paris; a sister, Oneida White of Hazel; seven timber sales halt in the first land, on the other hand, is a
place.
forested area where native hardgrandchildren and seven great-grandchildren.
AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
White has exchanged emails woods - namely oak and hicko- Jason
A memorial service will be Thursday, May 28,2015,at 1 p.m. at
Lupardus, a conservation field supervisor with the
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home,Paris, Tennessee, with with Tilley since the statements ry trees - are spaced apart to National
Wild Turkey Federation, talks to a group of students
were made to the press. In one allow for sunlight to reach the
Rev. Gary Don Williams and Michael Barnhart officiating.
from
the
University of Southern Illinois in Land Between the
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tennessee, is in charge of message, Tilley says it was forest floor.
Lakes
National
Recreation Area last Thursday. Lupardus is
always her intent to put a buffer
Forest Service documents
arrangements.
along the Trace, even for active dating back to the Land helping the U.S. Forest Service with managing the recreation
timber sales.
Between the Lakes Protection area ,Ai management that has come under scrutiny by the
"My position has not Act Congress passed in 1998 public in recent months.
changed from our meeting with have favored oak-hickory woodthe congressman," she writes. lands.
verted to farmland when white doesn't have any secret agenda.
"When the loggers resumed
White contends that grass- settlers began occupying
the The 1998 act authorizes managework on the Old Ferry sale, the land-woodland differences lie in midwestern
territory, he said. ment practice on the land, and
remaining trees along the Trace semantics.
The birds and wild animals that that's what Wilson intends to do.
were less than the 150-foot
"Either way, you go in and needed the tall grasses and
aging
"I'm a public servant,"
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
of children around the same age buffer. Some additional trees in mechanically thin it and burn
hardwoods were displaced.
Wilson said. "If we tell people
Staff Writer
who have no disabilities. Gibbs this area were cut before this it," he said. "They say they
"About 99.9 percent of east- we're going to do something, we
Attendees of the quarterly said that one of the positive was communicated to the log- aren't expanding the grassland
ern savannahs are gone now," do it. We make a difference out
CUBS (Calloway
County things about the program is that gers."
demonstration areas outside the he said.
on the landscape. What we do
United Benevolent Services) it not only gives developmentalTilley was unavailable for 8,600 acres, but they're doing
Where forest officials have out here now has a ripple effect
meeting on Wednesday learned ly disabled children the chance comment this week, but Land the same work on the rest of the
converted some of the demon- 10, 15 or even 20 years from
about Kentucky Strengthening to have starring roles, but also Between the Lakes spokes- land and talking about a few stration areas
back to grassland,a now, and we will not stop manFamilies, the Penguin Project gives their peer mentors a woman Jan Bush said the trees-per-acre difference."
University of Tennessee at agement."
and the Community Health chance to volunteer and serve downed trees from within the
Jason Lupardus is conserva- Knoxville study indicated just
Lupardus said he couldn't
buffer zone were due to unfortu- tion field supervisor with the this year that upward 160
Improvement Plan.
their community.
of
new agree more.
Wild
Lisa Marshall spoke about
Turkey species have returned to the area.
This year's show is "Seussical nate internal miscommunication National
"I'm here because I care
Federation. He helps officials at,
Kentucky
Strengthening Jr.," which will be presented and nothing else.
:tt..4'101te coalition Aven,kf
about the land." he said. "If I
Logging at the recreation Land Bilt%Vdth. The Lakes aali
Families. She Said it represents a Sept. 11-13 and Sept. 18-20.
:the riaist S.
wake up 20 years from now and
multidisciplinary partnership of Anyone interested in volunteer- area is part of a plan rtre-federal other national foieits with.man- - action On the timber sale`s t it learn that we lost species
more than 20 national, state and ing is encouraged to attend an agency approved in 2004, but age/tient operations for the are ongoing in the north. Claims because we didn't manage the
local private organizations dedi- informational meeting at 6 the coalition asserts that some preservation and protection of that much of the work there is land, I'll feel like (failed."
North American wildlife and meant to repair woodland areas
cated to embedding six tonight (Thursday) to find out practices go too far.
The management "slowMuch of the controversy plant life.
damaged by the 2009 ice storm down" as forest officials are
research-based protective fac- more about how to participate.
rests on the difference between
He said there is a major diftors into services and supports
Murray-Calloway
County what officials are calling oak ference between grasslands and and already overrun by invasive now calling it, is meant to give
loblolly pines are not all they the USFS the opportunity to
for children and their families.
Hospital Health Promotions grasslands and oak woodlands. woodlands. The basal area,
or seem to be, he said.
engage in the public discussion
The
Protective
Factors Coordinator Melissa Ross deliv- The 2004 plan ideitified two number of trees per
acre, may
"It's just an excuse to create over management. Coalition
Framework is organized nation- ered a report on the Community areas
in Land Between the coincide some, but they define landscape change," he said. representa
tives and officials
ally by the Center for the Study Health Improvement Plan. She Lakes that total slightly
more drastically different ecosystems.
of Social Policy, and the KYSF said the Calloway County than 8,600 acres and are set Oak grasslands, or eastern "They're using storm damage as have met twice already. The first
public meeting is tentatively
is funded by the Governor's Wellness Consortium utilized a aside as oak grassland demon- savannahs, were quickly con- a reason to push their agenda."
Bush said the Forest Service scheduled for June IS.
Office for Early Childhood community health assessment
through the Race to the process based on Mobilizing for
Top/Early Learning Challenge Action through Planning
and
Grant Program
and the Partnerships
(MAPP).
says the artificial dye Yellow found success in marketing itself recipes don't become disadvanKentucky
Department for According to the hospital's web- The ASSOCIATED PRESS
NEW YORK (AP) - Taco No.6 will be removed from its as an antidote to traditional fast tages. In recent months,
Public Health through the Early site, MAPP is a communityrestauBell and Pizza Hut say they're nacho cheese,Blue No. 1 will be food. In April. Chipotle rant chains including Panera,
Childhood
Comprehensive driven strategic
planning getting
rid of artificial colors removed from its avocado ranch announced it had removed genet- McDonald's and Subway have
Systems Grant Program.
process that helps communities
The "protective factors" are apply strategic thinking to prior- and flavors, making them the dressing and carmine, a bright ically modified organisms from said they're switching recipes
latest big food companies pigment, will be removed from its food, even though the Food for one or more products to use
the conditions in families and itize public
health issues
and Drug Administration says ingredients people can more
communities that help increase and identify resources to scrambling to distance them- its red tortilla strips.
selves from ingredients people
Matthews said some of the new GMOs are safe.
easily recognize.
the health and well-being of address them.
might find unappetizing.
Critics
recipes
say
purging
are
the
John Coupland, a professor
being
of
tested
select
in
families and children and reduce
In an effort to add the perspecInstead of "black pepper fla- markets and should be in stores chemicals is a response to of food science at Penn State
the risk of child abuse and neg- tive of individual citizens, both
vor," for instance,Taco Bell will nationally by the end of the year.
unfounded fears over ingredi- University, said companies are
lect. The protective factors used paper and electronic surveys
start using actual black pepper
ents, but companies are never- realizing some ingredients may
The
country's
biggest
food
by the framework are parental were distributed with particular
in its seasoned beef, says Liz makers are facing pressure from theless rushing to ensure their not be worth the potential harm.
resilience, social connections, emphasis on disparate populaMatthews,the chain's chief food smaller rivals that position themknowledge of child develop- tions attending clinics throughinnovation officer.
selves as more wholesome alterment, concrete support in times out the region, Murray State
The Mexican-style chain also natives. Chipode in particular has
of need, social and emotional University students and faculty,
competence of children and nur- community agencies, local
Prices as of31$I pus.
turing and attachment.
school district students and facInvestments Since 1854
fin Hoy 27. 2015
Samantha Gibbs spoke about ulty and other citizens of
the
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CUBS meeting discusses
several topics Wednesday
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Several in Eastern Kentucky to have some
disability payments suspended for now
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Republican peace
Ky. GOP looks past election woes
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — In the
complicated world of Kentucky
Republican politics, Matt Bevin needs
to step away from wrangling over
endorsements with Mitch McConnell
and turn his attention to locking in a
victory in last week's GOP primary.
Bevin has had a distant relationship
with McConnell since he challenged
the powerful Kentucky senator's reelection bid last year. He leads
Agriculture Commissioner James
Comer by only 83 votes in the race for
the Republican nomination for governor. Thursday morning, election officials will begin reviewing electronic
voting machines and absentee ballots
from the May 19 primary in each of the
state's 120 counties.
The review is the final obstacle to
rallying the party around a single candidate in hopes of putting the governor's
office in Republican hands in one of the
few Southern states where Democrats
retain a hold on state government.
Over the last two weeks, Kentucky

have
watched
Republicans
as
McConnell and presidential hopeful
Sen. Rand Paul sparred over reauthorization of the Patriot Act. And they are
still awaiting a signal from McConnell,
whose 30-year rise to power basically
built the Republican party in Kentucky,
that it's OK to embrace Bevin. The
Louisville businessman was dismissed
by many loyal Republicans in 2014 for
challenging McConnell ahead of an
expensive and closely watched general
election.
Many Republicans view Thursday's
recanvass as a formality, especially
because all of the party's candidates for
governor have said they support Bevin
and will work to elect him if the results
stand.
"That really sort of helps party unity
as we get this recanvass out of the
way," veteran Republican strategist
Scott Jennings said. "I have not heard
anyone think the recanvass is going to
change the result."
Even if Bevin wins, his relationship
with the senator has been tricky.
McConnell pledged Tuesday to support

the nominee "as soon as we know who
that is." McConnell stayed out of the
primary, even as it appeared his political nemesis was gaining traction in the
campaign's final days. Super PACs and
nonprofit groups that supported
McConnell in his expensive race last
year stayed dark while McConnell
stayed busy in Washington.
As for Corner, things don't look
promising after a rough primary that
saw him dogged by allegations that he
abused a former girlfriend, which he
denied and said originated with opponents campaigning dirty. Five requests
for a recanvass since 2011 have not
changed the outcome of an election.
Corner could ask a judge to order a
recount or an examination of individual
ballots, which he'd have to pay for himself. It is not clear if he's willing to do
that, and attempts to reach him
Wednesday were unsuccessful.
Bevin has been acting as the winner,
giving speeches and sending out invitations to the state Lincoln Day dinner
this weekend, where the nominee is the
featured speaker before a crowd of hun-

Associated Press
James Corner speaks to supporters following the Kentucky Republican
gubernatorial primary Tuesday, May 19, 2015, in Frankfort.
dreds of Republican donors and
activists. But Bevin has faced criticism
after saying he supported McConnell in
the general election, even though he
never publicly endorsed the senator.
Federal records show Bevin has not
donated to McConnell's campaign,
something Democratic nominee Jack
Conway pointed out on Tuesday.
And he and the senator appear to
still be keeping their distance: Bevin

canceled an appearance Tuesday at a
rotary club where McConnell was the
featured speaker, and McConnell said
he had to skip Bevin's speech Saturday
to prepare for Sunday's session on the
Patriot Act.
McConnell was the key to overcoming a divisive 2010 primary when Paul
defeated Trey Grayson, his handpicked
candidate. He ultimately embraced Paul
and could give a boost to Bevin,too.
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Murray Slate online MBA Mullaney,'05 MSU graduate,
program ranked nationally receives annual award in Taiwan
Special to the ledger
Murray State University's online MBA degree
program has been ranked 27th in the nation by
Affordable Colleges Online. The rankings focus
on the best combinations of quality, cost and student support.
To determine the rankings.data is collected from
the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of
Business (AACSB) and analyzed. This year. the
data analysis team at Affordable Colleges Online
worked with higher education experts to create a
new scoring system that includes key qualitative
and quantitative metrics, and weighs each metric
by estimated impact on the online MBA student.
Changes this year include listing not-for-profit
colleges and universities only, as well as analyzing average GMAT score, the percentage of fulltime faculty with a Ph.D. and the percentage of
international students.
Online programs have become increasingly popular with nontraditional students because of the
flexibility needed to maintain busy work and

home lives while balancing a full class schedule.
According to Affordable Colleges, schools have
seen this increased need for such programs and
have answered with hundreds of online MBA programs."To help narrow the field we've analyzed
every online MBA program in the nation by cost,
supportive services, student-teacher ratio and
accreditation to determine which schools stand on
top,- Affordable Colleges officials explained.
Murray's AACSB-accredited online M.B.A. is
offered through the Arthur J. Bauernfeind College
of Business, and is consistently ranked for its
quality and value, and every professor who teaches in the program has a doctorate.
"These outstanding rankings are directly attributable to our faculty and staff, who are second to
none. Dr. Gerry Muuka, director of the program,
and Debbie Nesbitt, administrative assistant, do a
great job of running this program through our
office," said Dr. Tim Todd,dean of the college.
For more information on Murray State's MBA
program,go online at www.murraystate.edu/inba.

Sen. McConnell writing new memoir
The ASSOCIATED PRESS
NEW YORK (AP) — Sen.
Mitch McConnell, the Senate
majority leader, is working on
a memoir.
The Kentucky Republican
told The Associated Press on
Tuesday that he planned to tell
both his personal story, including overcoming polio as a child
in Alabama, and the story of his
long career in public life.
"It's hard for me to believe it's
been four decades in politics,"
McConnell. 73. said during a
telephone interview, adding that

the book "gives you an opportu- some of his political rivals, from
nity to convey the lessons you've President Barack Obama to his
learned over the years."
Democratic counterpart in the
Known
as
one
of Senate, Minority Leader Harry
Washington's savviest politicians, Reid of Nevada, McConnell said
McConnell has given his book the book would be a "candid
the working title, "The Long assessment of the people I've
Game," a reference to his ability worked with and negotiated with
to prevail as a legislator and as a and some of the challenges and
political candidate. He was first opportunities we've had over
elected to the Senate in 1984 and some 30 years in the Senate."
has withstood various challenges,
Talks with publishers are
including a tough primary against expected to take place over
conservative businessman Matt the summer, and McConnell
Bevin in 2014.
does not yet have a release
Asked if he would write about date in mind.

Summer Youth camps at Murray State
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University is again offering
Summer Youth programs for interested students.
The office of non-credit and youth programs is
currently registering campers for the Young
Authors Camp and the Purchase Area Writers
Workshop.
The Young Authors Camp is a day camp only for
ages 8-12. It is Scheduled for June 8-12.
The Purchase Area Writers Workshop is set for
June 14-19 and accepts students ages 14-18. It is

open to both residential and day campers.
A Summer Art Workshop is also being offered
June 14-19 for students ages 14-18. It is currently
full, however, interested individuals are encouraged to call and have their names put on a waiting
list.
To obtain additional information on any of these
three
camps,
go
online
at www.murraystate.edu/noncredit or call 270809-3659.
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Come by & let Franklin give you a price on your new set of tires.
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By Bob McGaughey
For MSU Print Media
Kyle Mullaney, a 2005 Murray State University
graduate, has won the Tunghai Foreign Language
and Literature Department Academic Excellence
Award at Tunghai University in Taiwan.
Mullaney, a graduate of the Arthur J.
Bauemfeind College of Business with a major in
organizational communication and a minor in
political science, is completing his master of arts
degree in TEFL.This degree focuses on the role of
culture in communication.
The award is given each year to a student in the
department who excels in academics and research.
Students can submit their thesis work, journal
publications and conference presentations for consideration for the cash prize of about $150 in

Horoscope

American dollars.
Mullaney's submission was a presentation that
had been accepted by Taiwan's largest English
teachers' conference, the English Teachers
Association. The presentation was based on his
master's thesis, "Getting in: Culture Challenges
for Taiwanese Communicating at American
Universities." The study on which the paper was
based was an in-depth qualitative study of the
communication experiences of three Taiwanese
exchange students at American universities.
In addition to working on his graduate degree.
Mullaney is a head teacher, a lecturer, and a culture and communication consultant. Last year he
helped organize the community of former MSU
students in Taiwan.

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, May 29,2015:
This year you seem to carry a magic wand in your
back pocket. When you wish for something, it
tends to b4ome a reality. Be Nireful about what
you wish for, though, because once you manifest
it, you might decide you no longer want it! If you
are single, your soaring popularity allows you to
broaden your social circle. You might want to
explore more than commit. If you are attached,the
two of you will enter a very content period where
communication will be delightful. You also might
decide to pursue a dream trip that the two of you
often have discussed. LIBRA adds gentleness to
whatever is going on.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; !Difficult

tion. You seem to be unusually optimistic right
now. Still, a risk could go too far. Not being open
with a friend or loved one might have this person
questioning your feelings. Tonight: Good times
don't require a big budget.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** ***Iou might wonder what others are complaining about. You are on the verge of achieving a
long-term desire. Examine your options, but not for
too long. Others seem to exhibit a certain amount
of impulsiveness. Hang in there. Tonight: Accept a
heartfelt compliment with grace.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Hit Just because you aren't in the spirit of the
moment, that doesn't mean you can't free yourself
up tomorrow. Accomplish everything you need to
as quickly as possible, clear out your desk, get
errands done and think "weekend plans." Tonight:
Follow your instincts.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
****Friends have a way of gathering around you
and pointing you in the right direction -- or so they
think. Be careful, as you could forget to include a
close loved one and cause yourself a problem that
might be difficult to neutralize. Tonight: Follow your
heart.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***Every so often you get an offer that is too good
to say "no" to. If you choose not to pursue that specific path, you will never know what was possible.
Make a point of breaking out of your conservative
mindset, and just go for it. Tonight: Surprises mark
your interactions.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** *If you can detach and resist throwing yourself
right into the middle of a situation, and you will like
the results. Remember, you don't need to jump on
any matter immediately, although you might
decide to do just that. Tonight: Ride the wave of
the unexpected.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
****You value friendship. As a result, you might
choose to relate with others on more of a one-onone level. Be careful about making any financial
commitments just yet. The highs and lows of
money dealings could be extreme. Tonight: You
know how to delight a special someone!

ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
****Being passive is not your thing, but with so
much going on around you, you might not have a
choice. A close friend or loved one is likely to
express his or her feelings, and it could trigger a
strong reaction. Remain calm. Tonight: Kiss and
make up.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***You have a lot on your plate, so it might be
best if you can work from home today. A major purchase could be in the offing, or at feast part of your
discussions. If you feel unsure about any aspect,
hold off for now. Tonight: Run around the block.
Bathing suit time is here!
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***•*Your imagination continues to be difficult to
harness. Many of you will be focused on a new
romance or a loved one. A case of spring fever
could have you feeling very upbeat. A friend might
make an off-the-wall comment that catches you off
guard. Tonight: Love the moment.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
****You'll be coming from a grounded place.
Many of you might consider taking off at the last
minute to head to a local summer hot spot. A boss
could be unpredictable. Be willing to say "no" to a
nearly impossible request. Tonight: You get others'
attention wherever you are.
BORN TODAY
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Politician Patrick Henry (1736), former U.S.
*** *Ask the right questions and you'll get the right President John F. Kennedy (1917), singer La Toya
answers. You know that how you verbalize a Jackson (1956)
request will determine the outcome. A loved one
.•.
might find it hard -- if not impossible -- to say "no"
to you. Be sure that you are not pushing this per- Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at
son too hard. Tonight: TGIF!
www.jacquelinebigar.com.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
(c) 2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
* ***Your funds will be a major topic of converse-
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Immediate opening for a tull-time
Security Analyst. Candidates with
4+ years' experience in the field of
IT are preferred Information security
experience is ideal. Experience
with firewalls, IDS/IPS, SEIM. and
vulnerability assessment is essenhat.
Working knowledge of Windows
Server and Linux is also required
Top candidates will possess a
Bachelor's degree in an IT fieki with
preference to information security
focus. Qualified candidates should
submit resumes to.
emploYMentatthtnkfnb.coM.
We are an equal opportunity employer
and all qualified applicants will receive
consideration for employment without
regard to race, color, religion. sex.
national origin. disability status,
protected veteran status, or any other
characteristic protected by law.

INVITAT ON TO BID

Notice

The City of Murray will receive sealed bids
for Safety Consulting Services. Sealed
bids are to be marked "Bid - Safety
Consulting Services" and delivered to the
Customer Service Center before 2:00 p.m.
local time on Tuesday, June 9, 2015.
Specifications are available at the Human
Resources' office located at 104 North 5th
St., Murray, KY 42071. The City of Murray
reserves the right to waive informalities and
to reject any and all bids.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times
considers
its
sources reliable, but inacoccur.
curacies
do
Readers using this information do so at their own
nsk. Although persons and
companies
mentioned
herein are believed to be
reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor any of
its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever
for their activities.

G&C Storage and
Propane has taken
posession of unit 22 on
119 Main St. Murray,
KY. We will be offering
it up for sale Saturday
May 30th at 9am.
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MEDICAL CENTER
RN, LPN & CMA's
Primary Care Medical Center is seeking
full-time and PRN RN(s), LPN(s), and/or
Medical Assistants with strong multi-tasking
ability, critical thinking and problem solving skills
to join a high volume patient and family
centered practice. Injection and phlembotomy
skills preferred. Must be able to work some
weekends.
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4 Temporary Farm Workers Needed.
Miller & Adams LLC - Murray, KY. Perform all
duties of Tobacco Production, including irrigating,
spraying, harvesting. & packaging; other altemative work. Employment Dates: 08/01/2015 01/31/2016. $10.28/hr Piece rates may be
offered. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours.
Tools provided at no cost. Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation &
subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract is
met Random drug testing may be done after hire
at employer's expense. Contact the State
Workforce Agency at 502-564-7456 and reference
job order number KY0594179
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"A Contract Job"
Person to develop A
Home Based Internet
Book Sales Business
Get Details at 409 S
Murray. KY 4-8pm
Big Bonus, II vire
Alexander
Construction
Carpenter/Labor
Needed 270-970-1286

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
LOCAL small business
seeking part time to full
time secretary/ receptionist. Good computer
skills and excellent
communication skills
Salary
required.
dependent on experience/ qualifications.
Send resume to: PO
Box1040 B Murray KY
42071
Maintenance & housekeepers needed. Must
work weeknds. Must
have reliable transportation. call 270-9780403
WOMACK-CARTER
Options, LLC. Hiring
direct service providers
staff.
kitchen
and
Background
check/drug screen.
Murray,KY. 270-7671543

I Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 420/1
Or call (270) 763-1916

lo the
'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
270-753-3633

150
Articles
For We
GE Triton Dishwasher,
GE Spectra Stove, GE
Spacemaker overhead
microwave.
Roper
dryer by Whirlpool $75
each obo. 270-9780767 leave message
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605

South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
Lawn & Garden

2007 Champion short
doublewide 32x62, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths.
asking $47,566.39 if
interested call 270978-5782
280
NM* Homes For Rent
Nice 16x80 2BR 2BA
All appliances furnished. On private lot
close to town and
school. $500/mo plus
deposit. 270-293-1761

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375

6
.
The osnlunan a an rtival

emplm,

bedroom
NICE
2
Duplex, appliances NO
pets, 1yr lease 270227-7414
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #711

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial

Your Business can be Here
Call Nicki
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
270-753-1916
i I have a great deal for you.
Thank you for your business!
"

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

*

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours:
Mon, - Fri
800-400
Saturday,
8:00-12:00
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Lanier of 121 S. & Glendale.
IOXIO's & 10:15's
(270) 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Homes For Sole
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subkvt to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes
illegal to advertise any preference, (mutation or discrurunanon based on race, color, religion, handicap, familial status or national ongm or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrinunahon
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising ban real estate whirl,
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam.(7020 648-1000.

Auto Pans

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

Lake View Bargain
380 Mermie Rd
Hardin, KY

ii

WY,

Watch the spectacular sunset over the
Lake from your updated 3Bedroom
2 Bath ranch in Pirates Cove Resort.
Open Concept Living Area. New windows,
Electric Heat Pump w/ A/C. Attached
Garage w/work space plus shed
Asking Price Reduced $102,900
Call for appointment
270-761-6121

3 Bed Room, 3 Bath Home

office and Bonus Room.

$279,000

1

1113Fake Property

640 S. 4th St &
Sunbury Cir.

Commerical Prop. For Rent
638 South 4th Street.
3700 Square Feet
could possibly be divided. $2000 Month
270-759-4979.

Shop Bays
Auto. Clean up; Body
Work, Mechanic/ etc.
1 Double Bay
2 Single Bays
Freshly painted.
Bath Room
New Commercial
Compressor
(270) 485-6122

Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
Registered
AKC
Shorthair
German
Pointer Puppies. $400
270-559-0243

IPIlT

rtvrlireli
Lost Pet?
Let us HELP
you find it !

753-1916

AUSTIN Auction
Sonic.
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-788-4859

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.
48R, 2BA with Ful
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport_
All
Driveways
&
Walkways
Paved.
$439,900
270-293
4602

478 Robertson Rd South
Murray, Ky
Call 270-978-0402
or 270-753-7955
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates

440
Lots For Sale
1/3 Acre
In City
$16,600
270-293-6800
UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012
Farms For $eie
40 acre Farm. Two
tracts 12 & 28 acres.
12 acres has pond,
electricity, driveway,
fronts Old Shiloh Road.
28 acres fronts HWY
40 & Old Shiloh Road.
Call 270-293-8723 or
270-293-6755

SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
New
Construction,
brick and stone exterior, open floor plan,
large kitchen, 3 BR,2.5
BA, 2500 sq ft west of
murray 270-752-0624

v)ollandmotor sales corn
270-753-4461

USED TIRES
14. 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
IX'
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $75.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(ITO) 753-1918.

Situated on a 200x300 Lot.
Formal Living, Den, Huge Kitchen,
Solid surface Counter Tops,
2 Car attached Garage, City utilities,
Separate 2 Car/workshop Garage with

.0%/11•011

270-753-8556
1505 Dulguid Drive
"MD 1-806-54.5-1833 eat 210
prznufer
fitr,rporrunat,
and

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
Murray
*Eyeglasses
*Contacts
759-2500
*Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.ixim

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9894

.360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Eyecare Specialties

BUYING, BUY/NC, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos battenes, and all aluminum

3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
Very nice 3E3Ft home
Appliances and carport
No
pets
References required
Coleman RE 270-7539898

Stump,* Mum,
In every is*
*Min%
Brown dyediDouble-groun
Convenient in town location!
Hours: Tues-Fn 8-4,Sat 8-12
51214”

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR

2 Br. 1 Ba house with
30x30 shop 2 miles E
of Murray. $900 month
plus deposit 270-9780270

Used Cars

2 Bedroom, 2 Baths
1714 Farmer
(corner 18th St.)
Updated Kitchen /
Bath
Double carport,
extra building 18x32
Newly refurbished.
move in NOW
May extras !!!
Asking $145,000
Ready to Deal
Make an Offer
270-978-0327

Make us a part of your daily
routine...

2009 Black Toyota
Highlander
Limited
One owner, garage
kept, excellent condition. 61,500 mil. 270293-3577
2005 Ford Taurus
115,000 mi, excellent
condition, like new
tires. $4,000 270-2277927

Selling your
USED CAR?

be
glad to help.

Call us, we'll

Murray Ledger dr
Times
270-753-1916

MURRAY

EDGEROL IMES
Thefirst place to start...

270-753-1916

WANT TO STAND OUT?
CET
NOTICED
TODAY!
Call Nick! at
(270) 753-1916.

OMLEDGER
WI &TIMES

Get a 2x2
for one month
for only $300!
or ask Nn kt about a size to fit
your nerds !!!

CLASSIFIEDS / YARDSALE

8 • Thursday, May 28, 2015

Murray Ledger & Times
Murray

r • • •--I

CONCRETE PLUS
• LAI Nit - • PATIO
• STEPS • I -

MOWING SERVICE I
HOME-APARTMENT - •
•
REAL ESTATE
I
TRACTOR WORK
270-978-4135
•
kentneriartOreil car:j

ELECTRIC
Licensed eb.
Insured

270-293-3248
FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
& 11i,uted
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Greg Mansfield
ENO
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance

6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
(270) 293-8480

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Asphatt Installabon

•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured

(270) 489-2839
KENTUCKYLAKE
Rf.RQCtF.Ltttg.._C_001
*Home implovernaves
*Bath 4 Kitchen
Drywall. Painting,
Plumbing. Flooring, Decks
ninsurect.Sr Discount
-Free Estimates
Wombat OfAngles List

270-436-5959

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
Alljobs - big or
small

(270)759-0501

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

Over 28 Years
Experience

Free estimates

Zach 270-873-7700

270-293-4020

David 270-227-1106
Al Shrgies Hand Naiad

SMALL home repairs,
pressure
washing,
painting and general
labor. No job too small.
270-227-9484

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

(270) 759-0890

Call Kevin at

'MAVIS
ASPHALT
Pat ing-Sealcoating
Striping
Crawl-Dirt-Sand
N
1•0•1 IR\IS

270-293-4256

Roofing, small roof
repairs or complete
roof system. No job too
small 270-227-9484

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

COUNTY SALES

FRI.(5/29)9AM-3PM &
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
Make a Connection. Real
People, Flirty Chat. Meet
singles right now! Call
Livelinks. Try it FREE.
Call now. 1-888-979-2264.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Advertise your EVENT,
PRODUCT, AUCTION or
RECRUIT an applicant in
this newspaper plus 84
other newspapers in KY
for only $250. Save time
and money by making one
call for all! RN more information, contact the classified department of this
newspaper or call KPS 1502-223-8821, email:
sparry0kypress.com
AUCTIONS
ABSOLUTE AUCTION 28.68 ACRES. Hardwicks
Creek Road (KY 1057).
SAT. MAY 30 0 1PM. 1
Mi. South of Exit 18.
Mountain Parkway.
Brewer Auction Co.,
Stanton, KY. John C.
Brewer Broker/Auctioneer
606-663-4663, brewerrealestate.com, auctionzip.com
EDUCATIONAL
TRAINING
AIRLINES CAREERS Get FAA certified Aviation
Maintenance training.
Financial aid if qualified Job placement assistance.
CALL now. Aviation
Institute of Maintenance
888-207-2053.
MEDICAL BILLING
Trainees Needed) Train at
home to process Medical
Billing & Insurance
Claims! No Experience
Needed! Online training at
Bryan University, HS
Diploma/GED 8
Computer/Internet needed
1-877-259-3880

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SAWMILLS from only
54397 00- MAKE & SAVE
MONEY with your own
bandrnili - Cut lumber any

m 1-800-578-1363 ext.
300N

We Can Help! WIN or Pay
Nothing! Start your application today! Call Bill
Gordon 8 Aexomates. 1800-396-7940

Accepted. Tuition
Financing Available. 1st
yr. avg. $38- $40,000 per
ATA (502)955-6388 or
(366)244-3644_

FOR SALE

SERVICES

HOMEOWNERS WANTED!! Kayak Pools is looking for Demo Homersites
to display our Virtually
Maintenance-Free Pool.
Save thousands of $$$
with this unique opportunity. CALL TODAY!
800.315.2925 kayakpooismidwest.com
Discount Code: 961L515

DIRECTV Starting at
$19.99/mo. FREE
Installation. FREE 3
months of HBO SHOWTIME CINEMAX stars.
FREE HD/DVR Upgrade!
2015 NFL Sunday Ticket
Included (Select
Packages) New
Customers Only. CALL 1800-709-6773.

DRIVERS 0/0 NEEDED
- NO E-logs, 2 hour orientation, same day PAY, no
Truck age restriction, long
and short haul available
Call John or Darlene 812725-9157 or 502-7971344 $2500 Sign On
Bonus,

HEALTH SERVICES

DISH NETWORK - Get
MORE for LESS! Starting
$19.99/ month (for 12
months) PLUS bundle 8
Save (Fast Internet for
$15 more/month.) Call
Now 1-800-417-8079

VAWI.NorwoodSavomills.co

ATTENTION: VIAGRA
and CIALIS Users! A
cheaper alternative to
high drugstore prices! 50
Pill Special - $99 FREE
Shipping! 100 Percent
Guaranteed. Call Now: 1800-490-2790.
LIVESTOCK/LIVESTOCK
FOR SALE
CENTRAL KENTUCKY
PREMIER HEIFER SALE.
Saturday, June 6, 1:00
EST -Marion County
Fairgrounds, Lebanon KY
-Selling 180 Fall calving
Heifers.
www.herfersales.com
*David Sandusky (270)
692-7793
MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
TECHNOLOGIST. PAN As Needed Must be registered`registry eligible.
Previous expenence preferred Excellent computer, attention to detail,
CIA/OC and organizational
skills required. Email
resume to:
kadams0ccmhosp.com
Carroll County Memorial
Hospital, 309 11th Street,
Carollton, KY 41006.
Equal Opportunity
Employer.
MISCELLANEOUS
SOCIAL SECURITY
Disability Benefits Unable
to work? Denied benefits?

DIVORCE WITH OR
WITHOUT children
$125.00. Includes name
change and property settlement agreement. SAVE
hundreds. Fast and easy.
Call 1-888-733-7165, 24/7
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
35 DRIVER TRAINEES
Needed! Learn to drive for
Werner Enterprises! Earn
$750 per week! No
Experience Needed! Local
CDL Training gets you lob
ready ASAP! 1-877-2431812,
AVERITT EXPRESS •
Start Pay: 40 to 43.5 CPM
k Fuel Bonus! Get Home
EVERY Week + Excellent
Benefits. CDL-A req.
Recent T/T School Grads
Welcome Call, 888-6027440(30 Apply 0
AventtCareers.corn Equal
Opportunity Employer Females, minorities, protected veterans, and individuals with disabilities
are encouraged to apply
APPLY NOW! CDL
Drivers in High Demand)
Get you CDL Training in
16 clays at Truck America
Training and go to work!
State WIA Grants and VA

CLASS A-CDL FLATBED
DRIVERS - trucks now set
at 70MPH. Starting pay up
to .41 CPM, health insurance, 401K, $59 daily per
diem pay, home weekends. 800-648-9915 or
WWW.boydandsons corn
CLASS A CDL INSTRUCTORS - Nine Locations in
KY Have valid Class A
COL, 5 years OTR. MonThur. Workdays. Fax
Resume: 270-385-6011

NOW HIRING Flatbed
Drivers - Earn 42-48 cpm
start pay, based on experience - High Miles!
BC/BS Insurance, Pets
Allowed, CDL-A, 1-Year
OTR Required.
888.476.4860 wvny.drivectuef.com
CWS Dedicated Services
needs owner operators
and small fleet owners in
the Kentucky/Tennessee
area. WE have dedicated
daily runs from VA, NC,
SC, GA, FL, AL, that
deliver into Louisville, KY
arid return. Run under our
authority or yours. This is
100% automotive freight
so there is no down time:
your trucks produce revenue weekly. You can
check our web site,
ionwd.cwsintermodal.com.
Contact us it 800-8327036 x1626.

9
2

2

9
6

WANT A CAREER
Operating Heavy
Equipment? Bulldozers,
Backhoes, Excavators,
Hands On Training!
Certifications Offered.
National Average 18-22hr,
Lifetime Job
Placement VA Benefits
Eligible. 1-866-362-6497
DRIVERS - We support
every driver, every day,
every mile! No
Experience? Some or
LOTS of experience'?
Let's Talk! Call Central
Refrigerated Home.(855)
958-2748
www.CentralTruckDrivingJ
obs corn
HOME WEEKENDS)
$1.000 sign on bonus
Regional flatbed No tarp
freight Excellent pay and
benefits Owner/Ops welcome Call 800-554-5661,
ext 331
awe txtransport tam

9
3
8

Answer to

6

5
1

, ,5,9
7 ,
8
3
6
2_ 4
1
8
5
7
Difficu ty Level ***

CDL-A Drivers: Earn up to
$0.48 CPM with Bonus
Pay - Plus $2,500 Sign
On Bonus! Call 866-7225112 or
SuperServiceLLC.com

r1
1131LC

By Dave Green

4
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 god with
several given numbers The oblect is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficutty level
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu
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YARD SALE AD PRICING
30 words or less....1 day- $11, 2 days-$16,
3 days-$20
31- 70 words
1 day- $18, 2 days- $28,
3 days-$35
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Patio chairs, leather vests, Harley tanks,
PartyLite Caudle products, lots of
craft items, prints, Packer BBQ, carpet
shampooer. lots of neat stuff

810 Bagwell Blvd.
Multi-family yard sale
Free desk, entertainment cabinet, mirror,
lawn mower cart Vera Bradley, TV, Beanie
Babies, clothes of various sizes but lot of
boys sizes 8-12, children books, and lots of
clean boy and girl toys.

WEDNESDAY- MONDAY BY 12:00, THURSDAY-TUESDAY BY 12:00,
FRIDAY- WEDNESDAY BY 12:00
•FREE YARDSALE KIT WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

Farmer.Ave

THURS.(5/28), FRI.(5/29)&

FRI.(5/29)7AM-2PM &
SAT.(5/30)7AM-NOON

Michael i-louston270-978-1 26
Ken Kimbel
270-873-902

geotRO SAMS

you can see signs. Rain or shine!

SAT.(5/30) fIAM-4PM

759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784

the opening'.
Region trac
Thursday at'
Seniors Co
Mitchell e

ated position
BUSH-HOGGING
Call Mitch
270-227-0906

531 Wells Purdom Dr.
Alm% KY

Everything cleaned, pnced & organized
Furniture, trash compactor, artificial trees,
pictures, small appliances, knickknacks,
snow globes, music boxes, clown & angel
collections, metal pieces, flowers, linens,
clothes: men & womens small to 5X. infants
to size 18 children's, lamps, toys, dog
houses, infant seats and furniture, chemical
suits, shoes. purses, DVD VHS, some men's
stuff.

Concrete Finishing
Patio's Dnveways,
Sidewalks, Etc.

(270)293-8686

Take Main St., Past Court Square,
Turn Right on Cherry or LP Miller -

H and K

weekly & special pic
•Weeny owned/operated

YARD SALE DEADLINES:

All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

Senice on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

IIDGER
&TIMES
Cherry/LP Miller

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING

years Experience
Free Estimate

HAI I 'S WASTE
MANAGIMENT

lames C.Gallows

Licensed & Insured

Jason Hill
(270)226-0194

270-753-2905

leleetrIanuserciaUltesiessUal

Protecting your house like
it is our house!

Serving
West Kentucky

94E

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

Free Estimates
Roofing Specials

Hill Appliance
Repair

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage -

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

270-293-1924

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

RI WAAL

• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.

LdiCEP

irf

Well Drilling
WellPump Service
Residential &
Agriculture/

Li Al

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.

270-293-3406

MCCUISTON
ROOFING

SPItIV. CI I.\\ U1'

-If you've got It we can store it"

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.

ifveriNsin

753-9562

CLEAN CUT
LA‘\ cARI.

Jeremy Bo
his bachelor o
uon degree at
is the son of
late Jerry Boll
Three M
ified for stat.

Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

wwwhillelectric.com

40 yrs. experynce

GARLANE
RENTAL

1112 WhItned Ave.
•••

1..1

Tea years

• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow and trim)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects
• Raised beds/gardens

24/7 Sun/tailor.•Electricity
•Now Have 80 CNmate Control Units

•Seal coating & stnping

•Trimming
•Removal

II

Don r spena your money Our of
2t3te
keep 1 kkcal"

*Licensed-Insured

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

MINI
STORAGE
unt1111
ll Size

LAWN

Mowing
Free estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

Crossroads
Landscaping

ON BEA

I

270-309-0600

GARY W.DICK

r7711

COMPLETE CARE
• PROPERTIES, LLC
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• Say'HAPPY BIRTHDAY
•
to someone special!
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Looking Back
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.enCO3
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te Finishing
Driveways,

walks, Etc.
ton270-978-126
270-873-902

$16,
28,

Ten years ago
Colson, teacher; David Taylor.
Jeremy Bolls of Murray, received P.T.O.
officer; Amy Sykes, P.T.O.
his bachelor of business administra- officer and
Lenora Roberts, teacher.
tion degree at Hardin University. He
Thirty years ago
is the son of Karen Bolls and the
Mike Wilkins and his doubles
late Jerry Bolls.
partner, Shawn Parker, will travel to
Three Murray High athletes qual- Lexington to
compete in the state
ified for state competition during tennis
tournament.
the opening day of the Class A First
According to the column.
Region track and field meet "Observations,"
by Lochie Hart,
Thursday at Roy Stewart Stadium. there is
a new stained glass window
Seniors Cory Zirbel and Laura on the north side
of First Christian
Mitchell earned state berths in two Church. The
window was made by
competitions, while Peggy Ray cap- Jack Wallis
and commissioned by
tured a spot in high jump.
Margaret Boone to honor her husMurray Flash U-I0 select girls' band, O.B. Jr.
soccer team defeated Marshall
Kay Gardner Bates will take the
County,
Madisonville
and lead role in "Mame" to be presented
Owensboro to take second place in at the Playhouse
in the Park on June
the Hopkinsville Kickers Classic. 2 I.
members
Team
include Madison
New officers of the Murray High
Connell, Jaclin Patterson, Laiken Band Boosters are
Ed and Marion
Balmer, Allie Daniel, Adrian Elkins, Roy and Louise
Weatherly,
Herndon, Chloe Fares, Meagan Glen and Marcia
Hendren. Jerry
Winder, Rachel Wooten, Kaylee and Karen Bolls and
John and Joyce
Williams, Darien Maness, Natalie McDonald.
Adams, Hannah Scarborough and
Forty years ago
Savannah Alexander.
For the first time since 1934, the
Twenty years ago
Murray First United Methodist
Pictured are Murray High players Church will host the four-day
armas they mob Tiger pitcher Ethan :.! session of the Memphis Annual
Crum after striking out the final out Conference.
in the Tiger's 4-2 win in First
New officers of the Murray High
Region championship game at School
Chapter
of
Future
Marshall County, Crum, a junior, Homemaker's of America are
Beth
allowed just one hit and struck out Outland, Sheila Foster, Leslie
15 on the way to his record of 8-0.
Homra, Jan Outland, Donna
Murray High School Principal Heathcott, Debbie Wilson, Anne
Bill Wells will assume a newly-cre- Gregory. Danna Shipley, Teresa
ated position within the school sys- Cunningham, Tressa
Brewer,
tem on July 1. According to Murray Regina Bumphis, Sherry Crawford
Superintendent W.A. Franklin, and Kelly Williams.
Wells will serve as the new director
Fifty years ago
for the family resource/youth servDennis Taylor, director of recreices center.
ation for the Murray City Park,
The Murray Magazine Club met appeared before the Murray City
at Temptations with Christine Council to ask for an increase in
Pogue serving as hostess. Toni appropriations for the summer
Hopson conducted the meeting, recreation
program.
Frank
Edith Garrison gave the devotion Lancaster is parks chairman for the
and Maude Jones presented the pro- council.
gram.
Sixty years ago
The Murray Elementary P.T.O.
Memorials to the A.B. Austin
recently presented the teachers with
Memorial Nurses Station Fund at
a check for $12,500. Pictured are the Murray Hospital has reached
Jennifer Taylor. P.T.O. officer; Lori $230 according to Karl Warming,
Melton, P.T.O. officer; Carolyn administrator.

Mom seeks detour to safety Good hygiene, limited contact
around in-laws driving habits protect infants from measles
DEAR ABBY: My in-laws are
fabulous. They love me and think
the world of our 2-year-old daughter, "Hayley." They do anything
to support us.
Recently, they asked to take
Hayley overnight and drive a number of places with her. My concern is the driving part. My fatherin-law doesn't
believe in car
seats.
On a few
occasions he
has asked me
to just hop in
the car with
Hayley without a car seat.
I
refused.
Another time,
they had a
circa -1980
By Abigail
car seat and
Van Buren
asked to take
Hayley with them to church. When
I went to put her in the seat, the
buckles wouldn't work. When I
reached over to the other side,
the seat fell over. It wasn't even
strapped in!
.
Now for my biggest fear: My
mother-in-law is a notorious distracted driver -- she applies makeup, eats food, talks on the phone
and texts. I am not comfortable
with her taking Hayley in the car
with her.
How do I approach this with
them? I don't want to harm our
relationship, and I'd like them to
spend time with their grandchild
independently. But I can't put my
daughter in a dangerous situation.
Any thoughts would be appreciated. -- FEARFUL MOM IN SAN
ANTONIO
DEAR FEARFUL MOM:
Your fears appear to be well
founded. Your "fabulous" in-laws
cannot be trusted to transport your
little girl.
My first thought was that you
and your husband could buy them
a car seat and have it installed.
But if you can't trust your father-

in-law to use it, or your motherin-law to devote her full attention to her driving when her grandchild is in the car, then the child's
safety must come first. As a mother, your job is to be conscientious, even if it makes you less
popular. And your husband should
back you up WO percent
DEAR ABBY: My husband is
very affectionate. He loves to cuddle, snuggle and sweet-talk morning, noon and night. However, he
doesn't do it with me -- he does
it with our cats.
Don't get me wrong -- he's a
good husband, and I get a quick
hug and kiss goodbye when I
leave for work in the mornings
and he holds my hand when we
walk. But when we go to bed at
night, he turns his back to me.
reaches behind him, pats me on
the arm and says goodnight. There
is no cuddling and no sweet-talk
with me.
Sometimes I would like a little scratch behind MY ears. We
married late in life, so maybe the
sex is out, but my late husband
used to hold me and make me
feel special. I'm only 62 and I
can't imagine living this way for
the rest of my life, but I love
this man, so divorce is out. Any
advice? -- "MEOW" IN OGDEN,
UTAH
DEAR "MEOW": Was your
husband like this before you married him? If so, did you accept
his proposal thinking you could
change him? If not, then it appears
you have a serious communication problem.
If you haven't already, you
need to tell him what you need
in order to feel as loved and cherished as the cats. And if that
doesn't work, you both need marriage counseling because I can't
imagine you living the rest of
your life starved for affection. As
you said, you're only 62.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. May 28,
the 148th day of 2015. There are
217 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 28, 1945, the novel
"Brideshead Revisited" by Evelyn
Waugh was published in London
by Chapman & Hall.
On this date:
In 1533, the Archbishop of
Canterbury. Thomas Cranmer,
declared the marriage of England's
King Henry VIII to Anne Boleyn
valid.
In 1892. the Sierra Club was
BflY El I_ LJ E

ing. That's because, for about 20
years, a growing number of parents have been reluctant to have
their children get the recommended vaccines.
How is the vaccine protecting your daughter'? The greatest
threat of her catching the measles
in the next eight months is from
other kids who haven't gotten the
vaccine. Why? Because when the
measles virus moves through a
community. every time it comes
to a person who has received
the vaccine, it stops: Since the
immunized child won't get the
measles, that child won't be able
to spread the virus to a child
who is too young to get the vaccine.
There are things you can do
to reduce your daugh:er's nsk in
the next eight months:
-- Frequently wash your hands.
and your child's hands, with soap
and warm water. This helps prevent the spread of measles and
many other infections. I
-- Ask the parents of children
who might come in contact with
your daughter if their kids have
received the measles vaccine.
If, despite these efforts, your
daughter is exposed to a child
with measles, she may be eligible for an injection of immune
globulin (1G). 1G boosts the body's
immune response, and it can prevent, or at least minimize, the
symptoms of a measles infection.
If you and your daughter will
be traveling to a part of the
world where measles is still common. your pediatrician may recommend she get one dose of MMR
vaccine. It may offer some protection, even though she is not
yet 12 months old.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.cont, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115.)

Hints From Hololso
organized in San Francisco.
In 1912, the Senate Commerce
Committee issued its report on
the Titanic disaster that cited a
"state of absolute unpreparedness,"
improperly tested safety equipment and an "indifference to danger" as some of the causes of an
"unnecessary tragedy."
In 1929, the first all-color talking picture, "On with the Show!",
opened in New York.
In 1934. the Dionne quintuplets — Annette, Cecile. Emilie,
Marie and Yvonne — were born
to Elzire Dionne at the family

farm in Ontario, Canada.
In 1937, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt pushed a button in Washington signaling that vehicular traffic could begin crossing the justopened Golden Gate Bridge in
California.
In 1940. during World War II,
the Belgian army surrendered to
invading German forces.
In 1959, the U.S: Army
launched Able, a rhesus monkey,
and Baker, a squirrel monkey,
aboard a Jupiter missile for a suborbital flight which both primates
survived.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: My
daughter is 4 months old. How
can I protect her from measles
until she is old enough to get
the vaccine?
DEAR READER: In an earlier column, I discussed the value
of the measles vaccine in children who are old enough to get
it -- at least
12
months
old.
But you
ask a different,
and
important,
question:
Since
kids
like
your
daughter who
are younger
than
12
months can
get measles,
but can't get
the vaccine,
is there any way to protect them'?
Even though most cases of the
measles are not serious, some
kids can become very sick. And
kids under the age of 12 months
are most likely to get dangerously sick from measles.
Even though your daughter is
not yet old enough to get the
vaccine,the vaccine is already protecting her. (I'll explain how
below.) It is a really effective
vaccine. Before it was available
-- as when I was a kid -- half
a million children got measles
every year in the United States.
Then, in 1968, scientists introduced the measles, mumps and
rubella (MMR) vaccine. Most
parents insisted that their kids
get the vaccine, and they were
proven right: Between 2001 and
2004, only 251 cases of measles
were reported in the U.S. That's
a successful vaccine.
Unfortunately, things have
started to change for the worse.
The number of kids getting
measles each year has been ris-

DO THE BUMP?
Dear Heloise: Fist bump versus handshake? Due to the spread
of GERMS. I find touching distasteful, - yet it continues, especially in large social gatherings,
and especially at church. It seems
to me that the Japanese had it
right all along: A slight bow or
curtsy would be a much better
means of showing respect. And
if this doesn't work, the fist bump
is far more hygienic. — A Reader in Cincinnati
A handshake is really a form of .greeting, or
when leaving to signify friendship.
A curtsy is a little out of my ballpark, unless
I'm meeting royalty! You can always decline to
shake hands by simply saying so. — Heloise
HOOK 'EM
Hello, Heloise, from Spokane. Wash.
One Saturday, my husband volunteered to do
the laundry. I told him to hook my bras together
so they wouldn't snag anything else in the load.
He brought me the finished load, and I began
folding. When I got to the bras, I pulled one out.
To my surprise, that bra was hooked to the next
bra, and that one was hooked to the next one to
form a circle.
Well, I did tell him to hook them together!
Although I meant INDIVIDUALLY. I guess he did
what I told him. We had a good laugh! — Beth
C., via email
DON'T ASK, DON'T TELL
Dear Heloise: I've had many pets through the
years, and of course they do fall ill, and sometimes gravely so. I have learned when talking to
the veterinarian about my pet, I NEVER say, "What

would you do if you were in my shoes?"
The vet is just there to give me the facts. Emotionally charged conversations about life and death
are just too much. The decision about the care of
my dog or cat ultimately is mine to make — A
Reader in San Antonio
This is certainly your decision, and many times
it's a hard one to make. That said, I can't agree
with you on this topic. The veterinarian is there to
help BOTH you and your pet. Asking for advice is
the best thing to do for your pet. You may not he
aware of many factors that the vet knows. It's not
an easy or fun discussion, but 1 rely on the years
of experience and vast knowledge these professionals have. Once you have as much information as
you want, yes, it's your decision, of course. Having had many, many beloved animals through the
years. I always try to think in terms of what is
best for my pet, not what is best for me. My pet
cannot make the decision. Readers, do you have an
opinion? I'd love to hear from you. — Heloise
STORAGE SOLUTION
Dear Heloise: Short on linen-closet space? Store
out-of-season quilts and blankets between your mattress and box spring. Fold the blankets carefully.
fit on top of the box spring and replace the mattress until the weather turns chilly again. — Nancy
in Punxsutawney, Pa.
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to
Heloise, P.O. Box 795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to I-210-HELOISE or
email it to HeloiSe(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer
your letter personally but will use the best hints
received in my column.
(02015 by King Features .Syndicate Inc.
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McCracken's two-run sixth relieves
pressure; Mustangs win 3-0
the Mustangs pasted together two runs
in the sixth - and McCracken County
picked up their second-consecutive
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. - Since his championship 3-0 against a Laker
earliest days rumbling around the dia- squad (12-20) that had been counted
mond, Calloway County's Bryce Orr out long before the 4th District
Tournament.
has relifd on his father's advice.
A week after stifling Marshall County
"Go out onto the field, and leave it all
out there," Orr said. "He has always in the 4th District Championship, Orr
did much of the same against
told me that."
McCracken - relying on off speed and
And so he did Wednesday night.
With the season on the line, a 1st a biting curve to keep the Mustangs'
Region Championship on the horizon tough lineup at bay.
After Womack's homer, he and
and the Goliath-like McCracken
County Mustangs waiting at the top of Region 1 Player of the Year Ryan
Garner dueled five innings - dancing
the hill, Orr did his best.
around McCracken's narrow 1-0 lead.
It was nearly enough.
With bases loaded and no outs in the
Nearly.
Cole Womack led off the bottom of bottom of the third, the Mustangs had a
IN See CALLOWAY, 11
the first with a shallow home run before
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
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ELLEN O'NAN / For the Ledger. The Paducah Sun

Murray's Shelby Moss buckles down and gets the force out when McCracken County tried to catch the
Lady Tigers off guard and steal home. The Lady Mustangs, however, would win the championship 6-0.

All she wrote
Dodd two-hits Murray's potent
lineup; McCracken wins 6-0
scream with each hurl. Dodd picked up
10 strikeouts against the Lady Tigers
(22-12) - pushing the Lady Mustangs
MAYFIELD, Ky. - In some form or (31-3) to their second-consecutive
fashion. Murray High sp(tball had regional championship,6-0.
It is the only time during the 2015
found success against every pitcher
they had faced this season - never once season that head coach Scott Tucker
and his rag-tag bunch of scrappy hitters
being held off the scoreboard.
But Wednesday night in the 1st had been held scoreless, but the second
Region Championship. McCracken year head coach gave all the credit to
County's Audrey Dodd proved her bite McCracken's hard-throwing junior.
.What a riseball," he said. "When it
"
was just as strong as her bark.
Toting a screwball, a fastball, a rise- came off of her hands, it looked like it
ball and a two-syllable, ferocious was coming at the waist, but by the
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

Pratt and
Conway set to
compete at
NCAA East
Preliminary
By CATHERINE PRINCE
MSU Athletics Media
Relations Intern
Murray State track and field members, Ashley Conway and Tonia Pratt,
qualified to compete in the upcoming
NCAA East Preliminary at the
University of North Florida's Hodges
Stadium in Jacksonville. Florida. The
Preliminary round begins on Thursday
and continues until Saturday. The top
12 individuals will advance to the
NCAA Outdoor Track Championships.
The Championships which will take
place in Eugene. Oregon will take place
June 10-June 13. Murray State boasts
three previous NCAA All-Americans in
outdoor with the last one being Alexis
Love who competed in the 100m and
200m dash in 2012.
The Racers represent one of the three
schools from the Ohio Valley
Conference in the East Preliminary
Round. They are joined by Austin Peay
who is sending four student-athletes
and Tennessee State who is sending
three. MSU is the only school sending
one female student-athlete who quailed
in three events. Eastern Illinois.
SIU
and
Missouri
Southeast
the
in
part
taking
are
Edwardsville
West Preliminary Round in Austin.
Texas.
Conway is making her first NCAA
Regional appearance in the long jump.
She earned her bid to the preliminary
round at the ASU Red Wolf Open when
she jumped 6.13m (20'1.5"). The jump
placed her as the 34th best jump in the
East region. The long jump will take
•See MSU TRACK & FIELD, 11

time it got to the plate, it was above the
letters.
"We just never figured it out. She's
definitely got it."
The Lady Mustangs approach to the
contest may have been a testament to
Murray's hitting ability. After the game.
Tucker said McCracken County's staff
was complimentary of the Lady Tigers'
poise and strength at the plate - particularly after shelling a very good
Paducah Tilghman squad and senior
Karlee Humphrey 8-1 Tuesday night.
A small consolation, however, as
Tucker and the Lady Tigers never really felt out of the contest against the
state's No. 1 club, and understandably
wanted to extend their season and come
•See MURRAY, 11

Cardinals rally,complete
sweep of Diamondbacks
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Jason Heyward
shook off a critical error with a gametying homer. Peter Bourjos legs did the
rest to ensure a St. Louis Cardinals
sweep.
Heyward homered to tie it leading off
the ninth inning and Bourjos' slide at
the plate upended catcher Jordan
Pachecho resulting in a throwing error
that allowed the winning run to score in
a 4-3 victory over the Arizona
Diamondbacks on Wednesday night.
"I was going in hard, I had no intention of trying to hurt anybody," Bourjos
said. "I was trying to make it tough for
them to turn a double play."
Mark Trumbo homered for Arizona,
which has lost nine of its last 10 against
the Cardinals. The Diamondbacks have
re-tooled with former Cardinals Tony
La Russa as chief baseball officer,
pitching consultant Dave Duncan and
first base coach Dave McKay.
Pacheco replaced Tuffy Gosewisch,
who jammed his left knee on a groundout in the sixth. Third baseman
Yasmany Tomas threw home for a force
out on Jhonny Peralta's grounder
against Brad Ziegler (0-1) and
Pachecho tried for a double play but
threw well above first baseman Paul
Goldschmidt's head after Bourjos' foot
made contact with his back leg.
Pachecho had no issue with the play.
"I tried to get out of there as quick as
I could," he said. "He's a fast guy.That's
what happens when you have speed on
the bases.
"I wish I could say something about
it, but it was a good slide."
Nick Ahmed put the Diamondbacks
ahead in the sixth scoring from first
when Heyward booted the ball on pinch
hitter David Peralta's RBI single to
right. Heyward popped out to short

with the bases loaded and one out in the
fourth.
"This game's going to beat you tip at
times but you've got to put it past you,"
Heyward said. "It's not about you, it's
about your team.
"Thank goodness I was able to tie us
up."
Heyward said he'd been caught inbetween trying to make the catch on
Peralta's hit.
"I try to catch everything all the
time," Heyward said. "But at times I
find myself trying too hard to get there
and come up too late."
Gosewisch twisted and jumped to
avoid a tag on an off-line relay and
"landed on my leg kind of funny."
"It probably looked like it was painful
but once I got back inside and the doctor looked at it, he seems to think it's
nothing major," Gosewisch said.
Kolten Wong hit his first career leadoff homer for St. Louis, which has won
four straight. Mark Reynolds, the new
first baseman replacing injured Matt
Adams, had an RBI single.
Trumbo connected for the second
time in the series for Arizona with a
425-foot drive to center leading off the
fourth against Lance Lynn. Tomas
extended his hitting streak to 11 games
with a single.
Matt Holliday set a Cardinals franchise record by reaching safely in 43
straight games to start the season, passing Albert Pujols' 2008 standard. It's the
longest run in the majors since Derek
Jeter set the big-league record with 53
in a row in 1999.
Seth Maness (1-0) got the last two
outs of the ninth for St. Louis.
TRAINER'S ROOM
Diamondbacks: 3B Jake Lamb (left
foot stress reaction) played four innings
and was 2 for 4 at extended spring
training. He's expected to play DH
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Nearly enough

Calloway skipper Zach Hobbs talks with Jeremy Darnell (34) and
Aaron Dawson (32) during the seventh inning.

NIurray1.

•

JEFF ROBERSON /AP Photo

St. Louis Cardinals' Matt Carpenter, right, Is congratulated by teammate Peter Bourjos after scoring the winning run on a throwing error
by Arizona Diamondbacks catcher Jordan Pacheco during.
Thursday and could begin a rehab soon.
David Hernandez (elbow surgery)
struck out two in a scoreless inning for
Double-A Mobile.
Cardinals: OF Jon Jay played the second game of what's expected to be a
brief rehab stint off a left wrist injury.
The team expects to activate himoff the
DL on Friday.
UP NEXT
Diamondbacks: On Friday'. Rubby De

La Rosa makes his first career appearance against the Brewers. Goldschmidt
is a career .386 hitter against
Milwaukee with five homers and 15
RBIs in 29 at-bats.
Cardinals: After a day off, John
Lackey gets the call Friday to start a
three-game series against the Dodgers.
He's 5-3 with a 1.93 ERA against the
Dodgers and beat them in the NL division series last fall.
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Warriors eliminate Rockets,
end 40-year NBA Finals drought
By ANTONIO GONZALEZ
AP Basketball Writer

The Paducah Sun
Ito catch the
lonshlp 6-0.

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) _
/After a generation of wishing and
waiting, the Golden State
Warriors have finally arrived on
!basketball's biggest stage again.
; Stephen Curry had 26 points
:and eight rebounds, Harrison
!Barnes adcted 24 points and the
Warriors advanced to the NBA
*Finals for the first time in 40
.years with a 104-90 victory over
:the Houston Rockets on
Wednesday night.
"Why not us?" Curry said to a
roaring, golden-yellow shirt
wearing crowd after the Warriors
received the Western Conference
troptlY from Alvin Attles, the
coach of their last championship
;team in 1975.
The Warriors shook off a slow
start and sweated out a shaky finish in Game 5 to close out the
Rockets and set up a matchup
with LeBron James and the
Cleveland Cavaliers beginning
_June 4.
It was hardly the prettiest performance - but one they'll savor
,.nonetheless.
Yellow streams and confetti fell
,from the rafters when the final
buzzer sounded. The Warriors
shared hugs and handshakes, and
the crowd chanted "M-V-P!" for
Curry, who relished the moment
on the court with his 2-year-old

daughter, Riley.
"We deserve to celebrate
tonight, but we've still got unfinished business and it's a long time
coining for the Bay Area,"
Warriors guard Klay Thompson
said.
All five Rockets starters scored
at least 10 points, with Dwight
Howard leading the way with 18
points and 16 rebounds. But
MVP runner-up James Harden
had a forgettable finale.
Harden had a playoff-record 13
turnovers and scored 14 points
on 2-of-11 shooting.
"Tried to do a little bit too
much and turned the ball over
and gave them easy baskets in
transition," Harden said. "This
isn't where we wanted to end at.
It's a really good season for us.
Next year we want to be better,
and we will."
Curry said he had no lingering
effects from his frightening fall
in Game 4 that left him with a
bruised head and right side. The
MVP wore a protective yellow
sleeve on his right arm, which he
shed in the third quarter after
shooting 4 for 12 and the
Warriors clinging to a 52-46 halftime lead.
Things got tougher on Curry
and the Warriors when backcourt
mate Thompson faked a shot that
drew Trevor Ariza in the air early
in the fourth quarter. Thompson
absorbed Ariza's knee to the side

of his head, sending him to the
floor.
Thompson, who finished with
20 points, lay on the ground for a
minute before waiting to the
locker room. He came back to the
bench after receiving stitches on
his right ear.
The Warriors said he could've
returned, but they never needed
him. They started the fourth on a
13-4 run and held off Houston's
last-ditch efforts on free throws.
Barnes highlighted the decisive
spurt with a dunk that gave
Golden State an 87-72 lead with
7:10 remaining. He flexed his
muscles to the sellout crowd of
19,596, which spent the final
quarter on its feet in anticipation
of a celebration a generation in
the works.
Now it's L,eBron vs. Curry.
King James vs. the Baby-Faced
Assassin.
The four-time NBA MVP vs.
the newly crowned MVP.
The hype has already started
for two of the most popular and
entertaining players in the world
to take center stage for the championship, and it has a week to
build even more before starting
at Oracle Arena.
The conference title is the
biggest accomplishment yet in
what has been a rapid rise for a
Warriors team that is beloved in
the basketball-united Bay Area
despite decades of futility.
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ZURICH (AP)- Sepp Blatter
is arguably the most powerful
man in world sports and certainly
GB
its greatest survivor.
6
Now comes the biggest chalIPA
lenge of his 17-year rule of FIFA:
2
1
6/
dealing with the U.S. and Swiss
2
1
13/
criminal investigations into corruption among soccer officials,
Chicago White Sox 5, Toronto 3. 10
including some who were sipping
innings
N V Yankees 4, Kansas City 2
drinks with Blatter in the hours
Minnesota 6, Boston 4
on
arrested
being
and days before
Seattle 3, Tampa Bay 0
Wednesdays GATOS
Detroit 3, Oakland 2
Wednesday morning in Zurich.
Colorado 6, Cincinnati 4
Baltimore 5, Houston 4
Pittsburgh 5, Miami 2
Despite the corruption scandals
San Diego 5, LA. Angels 4
N.Y Mets 7 Philadelphia 0
years,
for
FIFA
scarred
have
that
Thuredays Ganes
San Francisco 3, Milwaukee 1
Chicago Whits Sox (Sae 3-2) at
Washington 3, Chicago Cubs 0
the Teflon-coated Blatter has sucBaltimore (T.wiison -o). 105pm. 1st
St. Lours 4. Arizona 3
cessfully held onto the presidengame
San Diego 5, L.A. Angels 4
Chicago White Sox (Bock 0-0) at
cy, his authority seemingly undiAtlanta 3. L.A Dodgers 2
Baltimore (M.Wnght 1-0), 4:35 p.m ,
Thursdays Games
minished.
2nd game
Pittsburgh (Burnett 4-1j at San Diego
responsideflect
to
The ability
Boston (E Rodriguez 0-0) at Texas
(Kennedy 2-4), 10_10 p.m.
IN Martinez 4-0), 805 p.m.
Atlanta (S.Miller 5-1) at San Francisco
bility onto one-time allies and
Detroit (Farmer 0-0) at L.A. Angels
(Heston 4-3), 10.15 pm
then disown them has been a hall(C Wilson 2-3), 10:05 p.m.
Fridays Games
N.Y. Yankees (Sabathis 2-8) at Oakland
mark of the 79-year-old Swiss
Kansas City at Chicago Cubs, 4:05
(Gravernan 2-2), 10:05 p.m.
pm
administrator's term in office.
Cleveland (Kluber 2-5) at Seattle
Colorado at Philadelphia, 7:05 p.m.
In fast-paced developments on
(Paxton 3-2). 10 10 p.m
Miami at N Y Mets. 7 10 p m
Fridays Gamse
Wednesday. U.S. authorities
Washington at Cincinnati, 7:10 p.m.
Kansas City at Chicago Cubs, 405
Arizona at Milwaukee. 8:10 p.m.
indicted 14 people, including
pm
LA Dodgers at St Louis, 8:15 p.m.
members of FIFA's executive
Tampa Bay at Baltimore, 1.05 p m
Pittsburgh at San Diego, 10:10 p.m.
Boston at Texas, 805 p.m.
Atlanta at San Francisco, 10:15 p.m.
committee, the ruling body headChicago White Sox at Houston. 8 10
ed by Blatter, over commercial
p m.
American Lan us
Toronto at Minnesota, 810 p.m
East Division
deals.
Detroit at LA Angels, 10:05 p.m.
L Pct GB
W
And Swiss police launched a
N Y Yankees at Oakland, 10:05 pm
25 22.532
New York
headquarters
FIFA
dawn raid on
Cleveland at Seattle, 10:10 p.m
2
/
24 24.500 11
Tampa Bay
to seize data and documentation
as they' investigate the alreadyan error and two more RBI.
tarnished 2018 and 2022 World
In the bottom of the fourth. R. Cup bidding contests.
Ridolfi picked up another RBI
It's not the first time Swiss
U Calloway County coach Terry Birdsong, his staff, and members of the
on a single for a 4-0 lead before investigators have come looking
2015 Regional Championship team will conduct the annual Laker basketball
Keely Barnes was thrown out at for evidence in a FIFA probe. camp on June 8-11 at the high school The camp runs from 9:30-12 daily,
and the cost is $50. Contact assistant coach Sawyer Donohoo at
home - as she tried to steal with That happened in a 2005 kicksawyer donohoo@calloway.kyschools.us for more information
Murray's defense turned away backs case.
▪ Murray High coach Rechelle Tumer. her staff and the team are openBut the timing of this raid could
from home plate.
ing invitations to their 2015 Lady Tiger Basketball Camp scheduled for June
1-3 at Murray High School. The camp will run in two sessions - early mornBlane finished 18-5 on the sea- not be worse for Blatter.
before
days
ing for K-3 and early afternoon 4th through 10th grade. Registration will be
two
only
comes
It
son - having to supplant starter
held June 1 at 8 30 a m for the first session and 11.30 a.m for the second
he goes up against FIFA vice
The cost is $40 and is due et sign ups.
S. Grogan midway' through the
session
president Prince All of Jordan in • For more information, contact Turner at 270-753-5202 or 270-293-9066
season because of shoulder pain.
ibe
the first contested eleragiti
Amidst the shuffle, the Lady FIFA presidency since 2002.
Tigers rolled admirably on Blatter hid away in his office on
something Tucker reminisced Wednesday, canceling planned
Open. She then qualified in the
From Page 10
about Wednesday night.
meetings with regional confederdiscus at the Ohio Valley
"What a Cinderella season," ations, while sending out a place Friday at 7 p.m.
Outdoor
Conference
first
Pratt is also making her
he said. "They were the No. 1 spokesman to defend him in front
threw
she
when
p
Championshi
Regional appearance in
team in the state. I'm just so of the media on the darkest day in NCAA
breakrecord
OVC
an
discus
the
the shot put, discus and hammer
proud that we hung with them." FIFA's 1 1 1-year history.
ing distance of 52.22m (171'4").
Media chief Walter de Gregorio throw. Pratt first qualified in the
Pratt will begin her regional
it
threw
she
when
throw
hammer
seemed bemused by any suggeswith the shot put on
appearance
tions Blatter should be consider- 59.82m (196'3") at the Margaret
by the disfollowed
Thursday,
she
Then
made it, but our kids know we ing his position, only accepting Simmons Invitational.
the hamthen
and
Friday
on
cus
15.01m
put
shot
the
threw
play like that, and I felt like we that his leader's "stress factor is
Saturday.
on
throw
(49'3") at the ASU Red Wolf mer
had to take some chances. If it higher."
worked, it worked."
Walters and Trent Shelby singled with bunts in the bottom of
Derek
before
sixth
the
Schneider doubled for the 3-0
lead.
With two outs in the top seventh, Calloway didn't yield.
'
Mb
Travis Dwyer, Orr and Austin
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
Anderson - perhaps channeling
their final swings as seniors - all
singled to load the bases, but
Breese settled in and got Aaron
Dawson to ground out from
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
deep short for the win.
"Bryce did an unbelievable
Closed Mondays, except Holidays
job to keep it to.3-0 for us and 1270-436-5496
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
0 through six," Hobbs said. "I
.com
prIngareaort
www.cypreass
knew it had to stay low scoring
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family
for us to have a chance, and he
gave us a shot at it."

•MSU Track & Field...

•Calloway...

I

13CPA sz

SportsBriefs

But Murray could never gather
From Page 10
offense - only picking up
any
away with a regional champitwo hits in seven innings. The
onship.
Lady Mustangs scratched the
"What a great season,- Tucker
scoreboard in the bottom of the
added. "As competitors, we second when Hannah Radolfi
wanted to win. We're a little dis- and Kalli Harris led off with sinappointed. Realistically, we gles to center.
knew we had a steep hill to
Tori Humphrey hit a rope to
.climb. But they proved they Sarah Fitzer at first - who was
were the best.able to remain calm, make the
Dodd opened the game with catch and turn the double play.
three consecutive strikeouts on
McCracken's speed went on
Bailey
Bayleigh Wane, Shelby Moss display
when
'and Elizabeth Grogan, but Ellingsworth legged out an
Murray was unbent - Bailey infield single on a hit just past
Vick and Madeline Wooten the circle. Rachel Ridolfi hit a
•bunted out to the mound before hard RBI grounder that caromed
Savannah Grogan gunned down off of Elizabeth Grogan at short
'Kelsee Henson stretching for a before Taylor Poindexter beat
out Grogan's one-hop throw for
double.

From Page 10
great chance to break things
open before Orr got Tyler Hicks
to fly out in the infield, Keegan
'Breese to strike out and Ban
Walters to line out to Lofton
Pigg at first.
"I gave them my all," Orr said.
fighting back tears after his final
game as a Laker.
Calloway had a strong chance
to regain momentum'in the bottom of the sixth when Connor
Wagner legged out a two-out,
'infield single to short and
moved to third when Jonah
'Brannon reached first on a bad
scoop on the throw.
With Aaron Rister in as a courtesy runner. Garner tried for the
.pickoff at first to end the inning.
•
• It was a fleeting opportunity
for the Lakers to take a gamble,
and head coach Zach Hobbs

CaI;10

rolled the dice to have Wagner
steal home with Wade Carter at
the plate and behind 2-2 in the
count.
"It was a deal where if the
pitcher hangs on that move,
we've got it," Hobbs said. "He
went slide step with his pick. He
went with the quick pick, and
the first baseman made a great
play."
Wagner was tagged out by a
half-step at the plate.
"It was such a gamble," Hobbs
added. "I thought with a leftylefty matchup, worst case scenario we start (the seventh) with
our 3-hitter up, and a good at bat
to start the next inning. Best
case scenario, we tie the game.
How tight does that make it on
the No. 1 team in the state?
"It was a ctll that I made, it's
on me and it didn't work.
Obviously it looked bad after I
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Mow with an Attitude.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KY • 270-753-2571

abilities, be strong time
Applicants should be personally engaging, confident in their writing
all part of the job. Applicants
are
travel
and
weekends
Nights,
managers and quick, creative thinkers.
as Microsoft Office, Quark
such
programs
of
knowledge
A
design.
should also have a strong eye for
camera - and associated
DSLR
a
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Experience
must.
a
is
Design
In
and
Photoshop
XPress, Adobe
degree in
bachelor's
a
with
hardware - is also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants
able to preview
be
to
need
will
Applicants
journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style.
basis.
Our readers
daily
a
on
university
the
from
received
a host of contests and edit media advisories
expect strong, local coverage year-round.

Send resumes to emarlowe@murrayiedger.com. Attach clippings
of your work, which can include designs and/or photos(should be
formatted appropriately). PDFs and web links are also acceptable.
is an equal
Pay is hourly and based on experience. The Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916, ext. 25.
to
directed
be
can
comments
or
Questions
opportunity employer.
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